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The inconsistent heating in Grace M. Freeman Hall has been a controversial subject lately. Students have 
been questioning President Susan A. Cole and the administration’s priorities.
President Cole Hosts Open Forum to 
Discuss Freeman Heating Problems
Tom Chmielewski 
Staff Writer
Many residents have complained 
for some time about a lack of heat, 
which led to an open forum discus­
sion featuring President Susan A. 
Cole at the Freeman Hall lounge on 
Feb. 8 in front of about 50 Freeman 
Hall residents, in which plans were 
unveiled to renovate the Freeman 
Hall pipes this upcoming summer.
In addition to Cole, also present
were the Director of . Residential 
Education Susanne Ferrin, Vice 
President of Student Development 
andCampusLife KarenPennington, 
Associate Vice President for 
Division Administration Kathleen 
Ragan, Assistant Vice President 
for Facilities Operations Walter 
Watkins, Director of Physical Plant 
Walter Eddy and the Associate Vice 
President for University Facilities 
Greg Bressler.
Administrators provided a few
explanations for the problems with 
the heat, but Cole explained that 
the age of Freeman Hall is a main 
cause. “After 20 or 25 years, resi­
dence halls begin to deteriorate,” 
Cole said. “It [the lack of heat] is 
not something we take lightly.” 
Meanwhile, Bressler' said that 
the structure of Freeman Hall, 
along with reduced boiler capacity 
has been at the heart of the issue.
SEE ‘FORUM’ P. 4
SGA Debates the Necessity of MontclairFest
Shayna Jacobs 
News Editor
The fate of MontclairFest at 
MSU was debated at Wednesday’s 
Student Government Association 
meeting.
Dissenting opinions ranged 
from the idea that the event should 
not be held at all due to the fact 
that its popularity in recent years
has declined to the notion that the 
event should be allotted one more 
chance to revive its vitality.
MontclairFest is a production 
sponsored annually by Class One 
Concerts, an SGA Class One orga­
nization. This year, the “all day” 
event will be held in Memorial 
Auditorium on April 20 and will 
cost a total of $62,250. Around 
$50,000 will be funded directly by
the SGA.
“This is almost the exact debate 
we had last year and the year 
before,” said Attorney General 
Anthony Guttilla. “You guys do 
seem more organized [than last 
year’s planners]. I would love for 
you to prove me wrong.”
Guttilla, a non-voting member,
SEE ‘MONTCLAIRFEST’ P. 4
Twelve Greek Organizations Sanctioned by SGA
Chantal Gabel 
Assistant News Editor
President of Greek Council Mike 
Pena sanctioned 12 organizations 
after they failed to appear at the 
SGA retreat on Feb. 10, a seven- 
hour event that covers topics like 
SGA/campus pçlicies and proce­
dures, running effective meetings, 
and communication and teamwork 
among campus organizations.
The organizations that failed
to meet the two-person minimum 
set forth by Pena are the follow­
ing: Alpha Kappa Psi, Delta Phi 
Epsilon, Delta Chi, Theta Xi, 
Lambda Sigma Upsilon, Mu Sigma 
Upsilon, Pi Kappa Alpha, Sigma 
Gamma Rho, Sigma Sigma Sigma, 
Phi Sigma Pi, Chi Upsilon Sigma 
and Groove Phi Groove.
The organizations have received 
penalties including a requirement 
of a two-person minimum present 
at all Greek council events and set-
ting up on-campus events in addi­
tion to the events already required 
of them as a Greek organization.
Failure to do this will result 
in the organization’s losing their 
voting privileges and participation 
within the Greek community. Pena 
created the penalties to assure that 
the situation won’t  happen again, 
while organizations that have done 
this in the past only received a fine
SEE ‘GREEK’ P. 7
MSU Receives Largest 
Financial Gift in History
Robert Aitken 
Assistant Sports Editor
At the Board of Trustees 
meeting on Thursday, University 
President Susan A. Cole announced 
receiving an $8.25 million gift from 
the estate of M argaret and Herman 
Sokol.
The gift is the largest single gift 
that Montclair State has received 
in its nearly 100 years of existence.
The money from the Sokols’ 
estate will help to boost the ever­
growing pharmaceutical sciences 
for the university. An institute 
will be built and dedicated to both 
M argaret and Herman Sokol.
Both Herman and M argaret 
Sokol are alumni of Montclair 
State. Herman (Class of 1937) 
became a pioneer in the production 
of antibiotics, developing the pro­
cess to make tetracycline, a com­
mon antibiotic. M argaret (Class of 
1938) was a teacher of science and 
mathematics in public school.
Together, the couple has given 
the university a total of $12 mil­
lion in total, including an endowed 
chair in chemistry, a graduate fel­
lowship in chemistry and chemis­
try  scholarships for freshmen. This 
gift was the final one from the 
couple. Herman died in 1985, while 
M argaret died last June.
* “This gift will encourage signifi­
cant changes in CSAM [the College 
of Science and Mathematics] with 
a special focus on pharmaceutical 
life sciences,” said Dr. Robert S. 
Prezant, dean of CSAM.
“The funds will increase 
research opportunities for students 
and faculty members, as well as 
enhance our ability to recruit excel­
lent faculty members. With this 
growth, new programs in relevant 
areas will follow.”
In the will left by the Sokols,
Montclair State is directed to cre­
ate three new initiatives, all named 
after the couple.
The M argaret and Herman Sokol 
Faculty Award Fund will grant 
funding to a CSAM faculty member 
for scientific research. There will 
also be a second endowed chair 
in the Department of Chemistry 
and Biochemistry named after the 
Sokols.
There will also be a Margaret 
and Herman Sokol Fellowship 
Fund, which will provide scholar­
ships to up to two doctoral candi­
dates to fund the study for a Ph.D.
“Throughout its history, 
Montclair State University has pre­
pared young people for careers in 
areas of importance to our state,” 
said Cole.
“That proud tradition of service 
to New Jersey continues today as 
we further strengthen our unwav­
ering commitment to preparing 
New Jersey’s next generation of 
scientists and science teachers.”
Besides these plans for the new 
Sokol Institute, Montclair State 
has already taken the initiative to 
improve their science departments. 
The university has built new labs, 
bought new equipment and recruit­
ed the best talent available to teach 
science classes.
These new accommodations will 
only help the ever-growing number 
of chemistry and biochemistry stu­
dents.
In the last four years, the num­
ber of students in the chemistry 
program has increased by 46 per­
cent. In that same timetable, the 
number of biochemistry students 
has increased by 50 percent.
With New Jersey being the phar­
maceutical capital of the world, this 
donation will help Montclair State 
become one of the premier colleges 
for pharmaceutical science.
courtesy or nuko Peters
President Susan A. Cole (above) unveiled portraits of Herman and 
Mangaret Sokol, the donors of $8.25 million.
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M SU Cam pus Calendar
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THURSDAY, 22 MONDAY, 26
Art Forum: N.Y. Times Art 
Critic, CA 235, 2:30 p.m.
OSAU: The College Student & 
Politics, 12 p.m., SC 419
Cabaret, Kasser Theater, 7:30 
p.m.
Mindful Meditiation, Drop In 
. Center, 1 p.m.
FRIDAY, 23 TUESDAY, 27
Cabaret, Kasser Theater, 7:30 
p.m.
OSAU & Phi Beta Sigma 
Weekend Party, SC Ballrooms, 
9 p.m..
The Mirror Project, 10 a.m., SC 
Ballrooms
Creative Arts Stress Relief, 
Drop In Center, 12 p.m.
WEDNESDAY, 28. ,
SATURDAY, 24
All Together Diversity Retreat, 
Leave 8 a.m., SC Annex 104
Faith and Spirituality  
Conversation, Drop In Center, 
2:30 p.m.
Department of International 
Business Seminar, PA 332, 
2:30 p.m.
SUNDAY, 25
Anthony Rubbo, guitar perfor­
mance, McEachem Recital Hall, 
2 p.m.
SG A Notes
-Melchizedeck Bible 
Study Group granted an 
initial C lass III charter.
-Psychology Club appro­
priations passed.
-VOX appropriation 
passed.
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The Police 
Report:
Petty Thefts Occur On MSU 
M ain  Campus
2-13-07 - Student reported the theft of his 
hangtag from his vehicle.
2-13-07 - Student reported theft of 
$100.00 out of her wallet from her resi­
dence in Blanton Hall.
2-16-07 - Student reported being harassed 
by her ex-boyfriend. Student does not 
wish to pursue criminal charges at this 
time.
2-16-07 - A  false public alarm was activat­
ed in Basie Hall. A  discharged fire extin­
guisher was located in the north stairwell. 
The case is currently under investigation.
2-16-07 - Student reported being threat­
ened by another student while at the 
Clove Road apartments. Student does not 
wish to pursue criminal charges at this 
time.
2-16-07 - Witness reported a female was 
being assaulted outside of Freeman Hall 
by two males. Upon police arrival, it was 
determined that the female, her boy­
friend and his friend were joking around 
and there was no criminal activity.
2-16-07 - Parking services employee 
reported theft of a boot that was placed 
on a vehicle in lot 22. Charges are pend­
ing at this time.
Anyone who has information regarding these 
incidents is urged to call the police station 
from any campus phone at T-l-P-S (8477). All 
calls are strictly confidential.
Local News COMPILED BY SHAYNA JACOBS
NEWARK - A jury in Newark 
took just over two hours yester­
day to convict a reputed member 
of the Bloods street gang known 
as “Bloody 0 ” of trying to kill 
one police officer and shooting 
at another in a gunbattle follow­
ing a car chase in 2004.
Omar Bridges, 27, of East 
Orange, faces up to 40 years in 
prison after he was found guilty 
of eight of the 11 counts, includ­
ing the attempted murder of 
Newark police officer Eduardo 
Patinho.
Bridges could be looking at
eyen more time if he is also con­
victed of possession of a weapon 
by a convicted felon, a count the 
jury of 10 women and two men 
will decide today in the court­
room of Superior Court Judge 
Joseph Cassini III.
EAST ORANGE - The East 
Orange Police Department 
swore in eight recruits and 12 
other officers were elevated in 
rank.
Among those promoted was 
Eugene DiGiacomo, who earned 
the rank of captain. DiGiacomo,
who became a sergeant in 1989 
and lieutenant in 2000, will be 
in charge of the department’s 
new field training unit, and that 
unit includes all the recruits.
Besides DiGiacomo, the other 
' ‘Superior officer elevated in rank 
is William C. Robinson, who 
was named a captain.
NEWARK - Building residential 
housing in downtown Newark 
would be easier and so would 
returning up to 600 abandoned 
properties to the tax rolls under 
the first major redevelopment
action of Mayor Cory Booker’s 
term.
The proposals, including a  
plan to determine whether mul­
tiple swaths of land in the city’s 
industrial section are in need 
of redevelopment, all share the 
same goal of sparking growth 
in underused areas, such as 
downtown housing and industry 
around Port Newark.
Removing abandoned prop­
erties from the city’s landscape 
will improve the quality of life 
for thousands of residents, city 
officials said.
N ational N ew s COMPILED BY SHAYNA JACOBS
WASHINGTON - The two 
front-runners in the race for 
the Democratic presiden­
tial nomination traded jabs 
Wednesday over remarks made 
by a Hollywood mogul and a 
powerful South Carolina law­
maker.
Sen. H illary Clinton’s 
spokesman called on Illinois 
Sen. Barack Obama to renounce 
comments made by Hollywood 
executive David Geffen that 
were sharply critical of the 
New York Democrat and her 
husband, former President 
Bill Clinton. Geffen is quoted
extensively by New York Times 
columnist Maureen Dowd in 
Wednesday’s edition disparag­
ing the former president and 
questioning w hether Sen. 
Clinton can win the presidency 
in 2008.
NASHVILLE, TN. - The vic­
tims’ advocates who dogged the 
Roman Catholic Church over 
sex abuse by its clergy have 
now turned their attention to 
the Southern Baptists, accusing 
America’s largest Protestant 
denomination of also failing to 
root out molesters.
The Chicago-based Survivors 
Network of those Abused by 
Priests has started a campaign 
to call attention to alleged sex 
abuse committed by Southern 
Baptist ministers and concealed 
by churches.
SNAP presented a letter 
Monday to Southern Baptist 
Convention executive commit­
tee members in Nashville, ask­
ing the group to adopt a zero- 
tolerance policy on sex abuse 
and to create an independent 
review board to investigate 
molestation reports.
FRESNO, CA. - Surveillance 
video captured three thieves 
slipping onto E.J. deJong’s dairy 
farm under the cover of night, 
making their way past the cows 
in his milking parlor.
One, wearing a cowboy 
hat, used a bar to pry open 
the door to the farmer's office, 
where deJong stored thousands 
of drug-filled syringes used to 
boost milk production in his 
herd.
They carted out their haul. 
In just one night, deJong lost 
about $30,000 worth of the hor­
mone rBST.
International News COMPILED BY SHAYNA JACOBS
ROME - Italy’s president is 
preparing to hold crisis talks 
with political leaders to see if 
Romano Prodi, who resigned 
as prime minister after nine 
months in power, can continue 
to lead a government or must be 
replaced.
Prodi, who won a close- 
run election in 2006, quit on 
Wednesday after after he lost, 
by two votes, a major foreign 
policy vote in the upper house of 
parliament.
“Comrades, all go home,” 
crowed the headline in right-
wing daily II Giomale run by 
the brother of Silvio Berlusconi, 
the tycoon former prime minis­
ter who hopes to return to power 
if fresh elections take place.
LONDON - British Prime 
M inister Tony B lair on 
Wednesday announced plans 
for the imminent withdrawal 
of around 1,600 of his country’s 
troops from Iraq.
In a statement to lawmakers 
in the House of Commons, Blair 
said the U.K’s coalition contin­
gent based in Basra would be
reduced in the coming month — 
but only if Iraqi security forces 
could secure the southern part 
of the country.
“The actual reduction in forc­
es will be from the present 7,100 
— itself down from over 9,000 
two years ago and 40,000 at the 
time of the conflict — to roughly 
5,500,” Blair said.
SYDNEY - U.S. Vice President 
Dick Cheney arrives in 
Australia on Thursday to thank 
one of Washington’s staunchest 
supporters of the increasingly
unpopular Iraq war — an ally 
that has become a rarity by 
offering more, not fewer, troops 
for Iraq and Afghanistan.
Iraq and other security 
issues are expected to dominate 
Cheney’s visit and talks with 
Prime Minister John Howard, 
who is under increasing political 
pressure to set an exit strategy 
for Australia’s 1,400 troops in 
and around Iraq.
The focus intensified 
when the British government 
announced plans to sta rt 
withdrawing forces from Iraq.
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Progressive Change Panel Highlights Student Debt Increases
Matt McCullough I The M ontclarlon
A panel discussion to advocate a movement against rising student debts took place Wednesday in University Hall. Student Peggy Healy (left at podium) facilitiated the event and panel' 
ists (right to left) Al Moussab, Kathryn Hughes, Frank Cuzzo and Dr. Thurman Hart, responded to concerns from audience members.
Bernadette Marciniak 
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Students for Progressive Change hosted 
their sedond event of the semester this past 
Wednesday: a panel discussion regarding 
the rise of student debt in recent years, its 
consequences and what is being done about 
it.
Peggy Healy facilitated the discussion, 
which consisted of four panel members, a 
state legislative assemblyman and students 
who came to voice their concerns and ask 
questions pertaining to the impact of student 
debt.
The four panel members included pro­
fessor of political science Dr. Thurman 
H art, director of financial aid at Montclair 
State University Frank Cuozzo, graduating 
senior and political science major Kathryn 
Hughes and graduate student Al Moussab.
Democratic Committee Assemblyman Tom 
Giblin came as the legislative representa­
tive.
The issues brought forth illuminated the 
worsening situation of student debt many 
students find themselves with during and 
after their college careers..
Today,; the average college senior gradu­
ates with $3,200 in credit card debt and 
$18,900 in student loans. According to debt- 
hitshard.org, public college and university 
graduates accumulate almost as much debt 
as their peers at private institutions.
Furthermore, student debt is outpacing 
the starting salaries of jobs in teaching and 
social work, making it virtually impossible 
for many debt-laden graduates to pursue 
careers in fields where they are desperately 
needed. Nearly one quarter of all graduates 
from public universities and almost four in 
10 graduates from private universities have
levels of student debt that would become 
unmanageable at the salaries of starting 
teachers.
“We’re here today because we see that 
there’s a problem,” said Moussab, who cited 
that the $386 billion being spent on the war 
in Iraq could aid 17.8 million students in get­
ting four-year scholarships if the money was 
spent on higher education funds rather than 
the war.
The problem seems to stem from an ever­
growing apathy that this nation sees in col­
lege-aged students.
“Anyone who sets foot on this campus 
should have a binding, deep burning for it; 
there should be no wrong time of the day for 
when you’re going to come talk about your 
living,” said Dr. Hart. “The future of the 
American dream is in jeopardy.”
Hughes labeled the problem as a never- 
ending cycle, since in addition to school and
extra-curricular activities, many student 
hold outside jobs to support themselves and 
have no time to look for money elsewhere, 
such as in the form of scholarships.
Cuozzo defended the significance for stu­
dents to search for scholarships as there are 
many around, citing many ways to make the 
search easier, such as going to the financial 
aid website and clicking on their links there.
Giblin urged for students to be heard and 
vowed to do what he could to help in the situ­
ation.
“There are a lot of struggles out there 
that impact what you’re trying to do here,” he 
said. “I think people need to hear your story 
... If you want an opportunity to be heard, I’ll 
do what I can.”
SPC is a fairly new SGA-chartered orga­
nization that addresses various issues that 
are important to its members. SPC meets 
Wednesdays at 5:30 p.m. in Cafcia Hall.
Are you planning your future after graduation?
Is a master’s degree part of your plans?
Consider the Montclair MBA Program!
m m m j u m
Hmnomsm
M B A
Open House 
Thursday, March 8 ,2 0 0 7  
6 :00 -7 :00  pm  
Partridge H all, Room 113
Our AACSB-accredited program is everything you want in an MBA: 
practical, professional, conveniently scheduled, and competitive in price.
To learn about the professional shills you can gain from an MBA, visit our web pages:
www.montclair.edu/mba
Call 973-655-4306 or e-mail mba@mail.montclair.edu to RSVP, or for information on other
Open House dates.
Vour future is ahead -  are you ready?
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According to Bressler, boiler capacity has 
been reduced by 80 percent, while steam is 
not being put out at a high rate.
Exacerbating the boiler issue is Freeman 
Hall itself, which provides students minimal 
insulation in its walls, along with faulty 
pipes. According to Bressler, “The heating 
system in this building (Freeman Hall) is at 
the end of its useful life.”
According to the Director of Physical 
Plant Walter Eddy, as of Jan. 25, 31 heat- 
related work ordered repairs have been done 
in Freeman, along with 64 last winter. These 
repairs can affect the heat on the whole floor, 
in addition to the room in which the repairs 
occur.
One student trying to make a difference 
is freshman Jon Preciado, a member of the 
SGA who has friends in Freeman Hall who 
urged him to help their situation through 
his involvement with the SGA. According to 
Preciado, he contacted the Montclair Board
suggested that the legislature fail the bill to 
sponsor MontclairFest 2007.
President Angelo Lilia suggested the event 
be given a final shot in 2007. He insisted 
that, despite the numbers that work against 
the event consistently, a general interest in a 
large concert remains.
“I do think sometimes ‘I can’t  believe 
we’re doing MontclairFest again,’ ” he said, 
“but when I talk to [hundreds] of freshmen 
every year at orientation, I see their faces 
glow when they hear about MontclairFest.”
Rick Brown, Coordinator of Student 
Leadership Programs, and Julie Fleming, 
Evening and Weekend Programmer, spoke 
in support of MontclairFest.
“If I could vote, I’d probably vote yes this 
year. They have done a good job this year 
as far as working with the adm inistra­
tion [in planning the event],” said Brown.
Popular Lamps
Douglas McIntyre 
Chief Copy Editor
A five-light, multi-colored floor lamp mar­
keted to college students by chain stores 
like Wal-Mart and Bed, Bath and Beyond 
has been found to be a “serious fire hazard,” 
according to Robert Ferrara, director of fire 
safety for Montclair State University.
“The university has had six of these lamps 
sta rt to melt,” Ferrara said. “That is why we 
are taking this seriously.” In New Jersey, 
these lamps are being banned at MSU, New 
Jersey City University, Ramapo and William 
Paterson, Ferrara said. The resident assis­
tant for the rooms with the melted lamps 
were instructed to remove the lamps.
Marne Smith, director of environmental 
health and safety at the State University 
of New York at Fredonia, declared these a 
safety hazard, because seven of these lamps 
were found to overheat and melt the plastic 
shades, causing toxic fumes to build up.
“In one room,” Smith wrote on the SUNY 
Fredonia website, “the melted plastic from 
the shade burned a hole in a bedspread.” In 
another room, the excess heat from one of 
these lamps caused a poster on the wall to 
turn  brown.
These two events, Smith said, caused 
the administration to inspect all the rooms, 
where they found more melted shades. 
“Different models were found defective, but 
all shared the common plastic shade.” In all 
instances, the lamps were found to be using 
the bulb required by the manufacturer’s 
directions.
Smith sent the information at through 
a college fire safety group, which MSU is a
NEWS
FORUM
CONTINUED FROM P .l
of Health, who told him that the minimum 
allowed temperature in a living space is 68 
degrees from 7 a.m. until 11 p.m., while that 
temperature is 60 degrees from 11 p.m. to 7 
a.m.
Preciado says that the Board of Health 
encouraged him to have students contact 
Residential Education if they feel the tem­
perature in their room is lower than those 
minimum temperatures.
Spurred by this exchange, Preciado has 
proposed a bill in the SGA to bring recogni­
tion to Freeman Hall. According to Preciado, 
“I feel like they’re [the residents of Freeman 
Hall] paying full price and receiving sub­
standard living conditions ... there are kids 
living there, and they’re freezing.”
In the forum, one student complained of 
having no heat since November, while many 
students on the sixth floor complained of 
having one day of heat per two weeks at 
best.
Also speaking were students who com­
plained of burst pipes providing an inch of 
water on their floor, while other students 
have experienced icicles forming on the inside 
of their windows.
Senior Mike Maldony is a two-year 
Freeman Hall resident who hasn’t  expe­
rienced the benefit of consistent heat in 
his time thfere. According to Maldony, the 
problems for him began last year, when the 
temperature in his room became unbearable 
due to increasing wind.
After calling last year for help and getting 
no response, Maldony repeatedly called this 
year to get help, which was provided with a 
space heater.
“They [the MSU administration] have to 
get their priorities straight,” Maldony said. 
“I barely have h e a t... and it trickles down. 
I think the only reason I got a response was 
because I used an angry tone.”
Thus far, Cole said a few factors prevent
www.themontclarion.org
MSU from building a new dorm or completely 
overhauling the existing Freeman Hall.
One factor, according to Cole, is the state 
of New Jersey. “In New Jersey, not only does 
the government not assist us in building resi­
dence halls, but they have laws preventing us 
from going to private developers to build us 
residence halls who are willing to,” Cole said. 
“The laws make this impossible.”
For some stopgap solutions, Cole assured 
all the Freeman Hall residents that they 
would be provided with a space heater, if 
one has not already been provided. Students 
were recommended to tape plastic over their 
windows as well, in order to reduce the 
draft.
The Freeman Hall residents were recep­
tive to these stopgap solutions, but realize 
that permanent relief is nowhere in sight for 
them. If all goes according to plan, Freeman 
residents will have working heat due to the 
pipe renovations scheduled for this summer.
IONTCLAIRFEST
CONTINUED FROM P .l
“ [However], the fact that people are speaking 
against it is also good so that people remem­
ber the history and context of MontclairFest. 
There needs to be some dissenting opinions.”
Fleming assists in the planning and pro­
duction of MontclairFest. She recalled that 
years back, MontclairFest drew a larger 
crowd and noted that in recent years, poor 
weather conditions contributed to venue 
changes and consequently smaller crowds.
“[A successful MontclairFest] can be 
done,” she said. “Mother nature seems to 
have not been on our side for the past couple 
of years.”
In 2006, the headlining act was Juelz 
Santana and the venue was moved indoors to 
the Student Center Ballrooms due to inclem­
ent weather. Santana played a 17-minute set 
and 400 tickets were sold to the event.
The crowd fluctuated in size throughout
the event, and it was explained by Lilia 
during Wednesday’s SGA meeting that each 
year, the organizers account for the number 
of tickets sold and turn  guests away when the 
sales reach capacity.
In 2005, Jadakiss performed in what 
C1C member Kristy Sullivan called “pour­
ing rain” in the parking lot adjacent to Yogi 
Berra Stadium. Roughly 600 were sold to the 
event.
SGA veterans, most of whom are e-board 
members, cabinet members and officers, 
were able to recall past discussions about 
MontclairFest’s popularity decline.
C1C member Davi^ JIolowitz explained 
the modified genre format for this year’s pro­
duction. In past years, fap and rock artists 
performed, whereas this year, the acts will 
be exclusively rock.
“[People] are not going to see a rap act
with two rock artists playing in between rap 
[performances].”
Sullivan said that the group used 
Facebook’s search engine to find popular 
bands for potential acts. A March 26 battle 
of the bands winner will open the show and 
spoken word poet Dain Michael Down will 
follow.
Confirmed acts, both local bands, include 
Houston Calls of Rockaway and Someday 
Never of Marlboro.
Unconfirmed acts include RX Bandits and 
Straylight Rim. Holowitz said both bands 
have been contacted. A separate hip-hop 
event is slated to take place on an unnamed 
date, but will not be coordinated by C1C.
Representing C1C at the SGA meeting 
were Treasurer Will Senedzuk and a former 
student and C1C member who assists the 
organization with its programming.
Declared Fire Hazard, Confiscated From Dorms
part of. Ferrara forwarded the information to 
Residential Education and Services Director 
Suzanne Ferrin, asking, “Please remove this 
lamp from all residence halls.”
Tuesday, Ferrara sent a memorandum 
to Residential Education staff explaining 
the cause of the excess heat. “The manufac­
turer changed the design of the globe after 
approval was acquired,” he wrote. “The origi­
nal design had vent holes in the rear-of the 
globe; the style shipped to the United States 
are solid plastic globes.”
Underwriters Laboratories Inc., the lead­
ing product safety compliance organization, 
initially passed the lamps with these venti­
lation holes, according to Ferrara, but after 
finding out that the product is not the same 
as the one they listed, they will be pulling it 
from their product list.
The New York State Office of Fire 
Prevention and Control, as well as the U.S. 
Consumer Product Safety Commission, are 
investigating these lamps for production haz­
ards to determine if they should be recalled,
according to Smith. Ferrara urged the staff 
to pull all lamps of this type, manufactured 
in China, from the campus.
UL tests all products that could poten­
tially present a hazard, “including marine 
products and life saving devices, fire sup­
pression, fire containment, fire growth and 
control equipment as well as analysis of 
chemical vapors and industrial, mechanical 
and automotive equipment,” according to 
their website at www.ul.com.
The products are tested for possible haz­
ards, including damage to property, health
risks, fire safety and installation problems. 
New Jersey law requires that most products 
that fall under UL’s domain be tested and 
passed before being sold.
If a product is altered in any way after 
receiving UL certification, Ferrara said, its 
certified status becomes void. Since these 
lamps no longer have the ventilation holes, 
they have lost their UL certification.
Wal-Mart sells the No Boundaries 5- 
Light multi-colored floor lamp for $19.97,
which requires Type-B bulbs. Bed, Bath and 
Beyond has a similar lamp with all white 
shades for $29.99, which requires Type- 
A bulbs. According to Ferrara, the lamps 
banned are any of this type with the plas­
tic shades, using either Type-A or Type-B 
bulbs.
Type-A bulbs are the typical rounded 
incandescent bulbs that many home lamps 
use, while Type-B bulbs are the smaller, 
lower-watt bulbs that are typically used in 
smaller lamps, especially desk and table 
lamps.
Ferrin said that the resident assistants 
were informed of the safety hazard shortly 
after she received the information. “Currently, 
if they are discovered,” she said, “we would 
have them take them home immediately. If 
that is not possible, we can temporarily store 
them until the student next goes home.”
All of the rooms in Webster Hall have 
been inspected and any applicable lamps 
have been removed, said Roxanne Adams, 
third floor R.A. in Webster. “I’m really 
happy they found out about it before some­
thing bad happened,” she said. “It could be a 
big problem if they weren’t  confiscated.”
Paige Nelson, a junior Village resident, 
had her room inspected three weeks ago. 
She was informed that her lamp was a fire 
hazard and would have to be removed. “I 
liked having all the extra light in the room,” 
Nelson said. “I was sad that I had to buy a 
new lamp.” Ferrin suggests using any UL- 
approved lamp, as long as it is not a halogen 
lamp.
She added that there wouldn’t  be any 
penal action for possessing these lamps this 
semester.
courtesy of www.fredonia.edu
Popular dorm floor lamps like the one above, have not yet been recalled, but are in some 
cases melting. The university has banned possession of lamps of this variety.
www.themontclarion.org
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NEWS
Controversy over BOT Audit Duties Strikes SGA E-Board
Amid Confusion over Responsibilities, Lilia Speaks up: Soares Denies Accountability in Response
Shayna Jacobs 
News Editor
An emotionally heated Student 
Government Association President Angelo 
Lilia expressed anger over the fact that 
Treasurer Maria Soares did not assist in pre­
paring the SGA’s final audit for the Board of 
Trustees and did not attend its presentation 
session — to take place on Thursday, Feb. 
15, in a designated private time slot before 
the BOT’s public hearing.
Lilia initially reported to The Montclarion 
office on Thursday afternoon and provided a 
staff member with a brief synopsis of his case 
and asked to speak with Montclarion Editor- 
in-Chief Karl de Vries.
Later that evening, Lilia and Vice 
President Amy Chicken told The Montclarion 
that Soares had been e-mailed the evening 
prior to the BOT meeting, stating that the 
revised appearance time to present the audit 
was at 2:30 p.m. on Thursday, Feb. 15, two 
hours prior to the public BOT meeting.
Lilia said he was aware that Soares 
would not be attending the initially sched­
uled appearance, as she was taking an exam 
from 1 p.m. to 2:15 p.m. He said he received 
no response and that he was informed only 
through SGA bookkeeper Pamela Mitchell 
that Soares had a doctor’s appointment at 3 
p.m.
“We learned through [Mitchell],” said 
Chicken. “[Soares] didn’t even tell us her­
self.”
Soares denied that any notification had 
been sent. She said she received neither 
a phone call nor e-mail and said she was 
not made aware of the time change of the 
address until almost a week later, when The 
Montclarion contacted her for comment.
She said she could have rescheduled her 3 
p.m. appointment and attended the address
and a sanction.
Pena said that any. organization that 
knew they weren’t  able to attend the retreat 
were supposed to communicate that to him, 
and those who did were excused.
“It’s pathetic that an organization doesn’t 
send anybody,” said Pena. “It’s unfair that 
an organization of eight members sent seven 
people to the retreat, yet an organization 
of 40 can’t  send anybody. We are a part of
had she known about the hour postpone­
ment.
“I had an exam and my teacher was 
not going to let me get out of it two days in 
advance,” said Soares. “Today is the first 
time I’ve heard it mentioned.”
“A lot of the times I am  doing 
two jo b s ... W hen [Soares] asks 
us for help, she actually listens. 
That’s when she actually comes 
to us.”
A ng e lo  Lilia 
SGA President
A message from SGA advisor Fatima 
deCarvalo that the address would be moved 
to 1:55 p.m. was “the last verbal confirma­
tion I had,” according to Soares. She said she 
was adhering to the decision that she would 
not give the address because of her exam 
conflict.
“All I know is that when [Vice President 
for Student Development and Campus Life 
Dr. Karen Pennington] told [Lilia] I would be 
going to class, that’s what I went by.”
The submission of the audit to the BOT 
(submission is required prior to the actual 
address) was “two or three” days late, accord­
ing to Lilia and Chicken. Soares attributed 
the late completion of the report to a lack of 
punctuality by the SGA’s retained auditing 
firm.
Lilia said Soar.es was delinquent in her 
responsibility of preparing the audit and 
added that he instead prepared it when he
the SGA, so they should learn how the SGA 
runs.”
Vice President and SGA retreat coordi­
nator Amy Chicken explained that since 
the Greek Council was recently granted a 
$10,000 appropriation, their disregard of the 
rules has them walking on thin ice.
“If the Greek Council wants their appro­
priation, they should make sure they fol­
low through with certain guidelines,” said
learned that she hadn’t  yet done it.
“A lot of the times, I am doing two jobs,” 
said Lilia. “When [Soares] asks us for help, 
she actually listens. That’s when she actually 
comes to us.”
Soares indicated that this time of year is 
hectic in the treasurer’s office.
“There are too many things going on,” 
said Soares, explaining that as treasurer, 
she’s in the midst of working with the 12 
Class One organizations’ 2007-2008 budget 
proposals.. “There are too many things going 
on at once and seeing as though [Lilia] had
“There are too many things 
going on at once and seeing as 
though [Lilia] had experience 
with it, he [prepared the audit].”
M aria Soares 
SGA Treasurer .
experience with it, he [prepared the audit].”
When asked about the nature of the 
arrangement to complete the audit, Soares 
said, “I don’t  remember, but I’m sure [Lilia] 
offered to do it. It’s not like he just took it 
over.”
Lilia explained that although it is not 
explicitly stated in the constitution or stat­
utes, it’s one of the main duties of the SGA 
treasurer to prepare the BOT audit and give 
an address to the board. He said she was 
made aware that Feb. 15 was the scheduled 
date since “late December, if not the begin­
ning of January.”
“[Soares] had no part in preparing the 
report,” said Chicken.
Soares said that “everything was done
Chicken. “If the Class IV legislation finds 
they’re not using the money appropriately 
and that the board isn’t  properly functioning, 
they can write a bill to revoke that appropria­
tion.”
While the fall retreat was mandatory for 
Class One organizations to attend, Chicken 
said the spring retreat was more flexible, 
adding that at the fall retreat over 100 rep­
resentatives were present, while the Feb. 10
last minute” and that “they didn’t give us a 
certain date until two weeks before and we 
didn’t know the exact time of the address 
until two days before.”
Soares’ term  has been marred by various 
public displays. Soares faced impeachment 
on Dec. 14 and the legislature voted against 
proceeding to trial. On Dec. 7, she was ques­
tioned for having not prepared monthly bud­
get reports to be presented to the legislature. 
Two weeks ago, she was publicly censured by 
the legislature for attempting to freeze The 
Montclarion’s budget illegally.
Lilia said that if Soares were to face 
impeachment a second time, he would not 
overtly defend her position as per the e- 
board’s Dec. 14 impeachment hearing plat­
form.
“This time, I’d just [tell the legislature] 
what she’s done right and what she hasn’t 
done,” said Lilia.
He said he’d represent the facts of the 
situation and let the student government 
body decide their course of action. He admit­
ted that Soares was not his first choice to 
rim  as treasurer on his ticket in last spring’s 
e-board election.
During election time of the spring 2006 
semester, Lilia himself faced impeachment 
the day he re-elected. The charges were 
related to. a campus-wide list serve email 
from his personal account urging students 
to vote in the election and listing the SGA’s 
accomplishments during his first term.
Chicken expressed frustration with the 
treasurer’s performance.
“Everything she does is a double stan­
dard,” said Chicken. “When you put your 
hand on a hot stove,' you learn not to put your 
hand back on the stove.”
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Joe Allocco 
Staff Writer
Tina Marie stands in the middle of 
Washington Avenue like a colonel, two lanes 
of cars charging past her steady figure. It’s 
cold. A light dusting of white from the early 
morning’s snowfall still coats some areas of 
blacktop that the sun has yet to touch. When 
the stoplight turns red, she’ll start knocking 
on the closest driver’s side windows, offering 
flyers advertising “Dons and Divas” nights at 
a club in Newark, simultaneously asking for 
50 cents, three quarters or a dollar.
“This is what I’m doing,” Marie says, 
flinching as a cold gust of wind cuts through 
the bus station and across her body. “I get 
paid for these flyers, and I ask for some 
change while Fm at it. I guess that’s techni-
image courtesy of yardwear.net
Being a part of the American machine 
can make people feel that their only way 
of leaving their mark is graffiti.
cally panhandling, though.”
She speaks slowly and deliberately. Her 
face, lightly marked by the shadow of teen­
age acne, stares straight ahead and betrays 
no emotion. She’s wearing a fur-lined green 
army coat; her ratty knit cap shows a fraying 
Gap logo on the front.
“I also babysit three nights a week,” she 
says. “That’s in Clifton.”
Marie, a 30-something black woman, lives 
with her aunt in Irvington, the city where 
a new Mercedes sits conspicuously among 
older cars in front of a unisex salon where the 
Greater Love Church of God sits humbly in 
a squat red-brick building; and where Teddy 
Charlemagne sat uncomfortably in the back 
of a patrol car after being arrested in front of 
a housing project almost a month ago.
Charlemagne’s name has been all over the 
news lately, his mugshot showing a youthful 
23-year-old black man. His face probably 
wouldn’t  be so familiar had he not entered 
the same take-out fried chicken restaurant 
that off-duty police officer Tyron D. Franklin 
stopped into. He might not have the shackles 
around liis wrists had he just given up on the 
money and run out. He certainly wouldn’t  be
SEE ‘AMERIKAZ’ ON P. 9
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H u n te r SS. T h o m p so n
Colleen Wermuth 
Staff Writer
To som e, he w as 
a writer. To oth­
ers, he w as a poli­
tician . To m any, 
he w as one o f the  
craziest m en to 
have ever lived.
Trying to place 
a label on th e  
la te  H unter S.
Thom pson is  vir­
tu ally  im possible, 
as he w as indeed  
a m an o f m any  
trades.
H e loved football, firearm s and, m ost o f all, 
fun. B ut perhaps w hat Thom pson is  so w ell- 
know n for today is  h is unrelenting passion for 
journalism  and th e brilliant chaos w hich can 
resu lt from  the power o f the w ritten  word.
O ften strange, bizarre and extraordinary, 
H unter’s work h as received both praise 
and criticism  over the years. Yet it  is  
im portant to rem em ber th at th is  
praise w as not tru ly given u n til the 
past decade, w hen works like Fear 
and Loathing in Las Vegas and The 
Rum Diary were first introduced to a new  
generation.
Influenced by th e lik es o f E rnest 
H em ingw ay and F. Scott F itzgerald , 
Thom pson in itia lly  w anted to becom e a 
novelist, but after failing, turned  
to journalism  instead . Eventually,
Thom pson would succeed in  both 
o f th ese fields.
H e attended Colum bia U niversity in  NYC 
and traveled consistently for m any years, le t­
tin g  h is w riting take bom all across Am erica, 
as w ell as Puerto Rico, South Am erica and 
V ietnam .
Throughout h is life, he also wrote for various 
m agazines, including Time, Playboy and Sports 
Illustrated. H is m ost popular w riting, however, 
w as done in  the offices o f Rolling Stone m aga­
zine.
Ironically, H unter w as the only m em ber of 
the sta ff who did not subm it any pieces about 
m usic; however, he largely contributed to bring­
ing political com m entary to the m agazine, w hile 
he often referenced m usicians from pop culture 
w ithin  h is work.
Supposedly, out o f fear for not m eeting a 
deadline, w hich he rarely ever did, H unter began  
sending in  random , ripped-out pages from h is
hate to advocate drugs, alcohol, 
violence, or insanity to anyone, 
but they've always worked for me.
-//¿ //j/ztS . 7 7 v / zj/ js o / j
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Kathryn I. Hughes 
Staff Writer
Since last summer, a series of chic travel 
destination columns featuring Argentina 
have been published in multiple media 
genres. Initially, I was ecstatic to see the 
specific state Salta, Argentina as a featured 
destination for the travel savvy. Salta is the 
state of my husband, the city of our courting; 
we had our engagement in the mountains 
of Tilcara. Salta, in northern Argentina, is 
innately romantic. It is not a place, however, 
for the careless nor the faint-of-heart. Argen­
tina is still a third-world country with deeply 
rooted social problems. I am pleased to see 
an article encouraging travelers to Northern 
Argentina, but I think it to be reckless if they 
go unprepared.
When I first visited Argentina, I drove 
from Cordoba to Salta on New Year’s Eve. I 
felt at home. I couldn’t  speak Spanish except 
for a few courtesies and yet I couldn’t  feel 
more connected and welcomed. At midnight, 
we stopped for a few horns to dance in 
the streets, sip “0 ” bubbly wine and hold 
each other. The next day, as we drove into 
Salta, at every stop light, children ran out 
in front of our car juggling oranges or hold­
ing squeegees filled with brown water to 
wipe our windshield. I squealed with delight, 
not understanding what I was seeing. The 
moment before the light turned green, they 
would come up to my window, dirty, palm up, 
for a coin. I gave them peso coins.
I soon learned Fd run out of money quite 
quickly if I continued at that pace. I also
courtesy of www.concelrge.com
The city of Buenos Aires has the romantic splendor of an old world city, but outside 
of its pearly gates is a third-world country begging for help in an apathetic world.
learned handing out the money to the kids 
wasn’t  going to help cover their protruding 
ribs. I was the targeted blonde tourist, their 
parents directing them straight to me while 
they sat a few yards away in the shade drink­
ing a  beer, or in the better instances, perform­
ing acts for money as well.
In following trips to Salta, I instead (now 
speaking more Spanish) made “friends” with 
the street kids for the little time they spent 
at my table. One boy, Pirate, crippled from 
a birth defect, found a smoothie a t our table 
instead of finding a coin. While he sipped it, 
he bought a temporary tattoo from another 
street kid for a peso. A larger street kid stole 
it from him and he ran crying to his mother a 
few park benches away.
I believe we all want to see Argentina 
flourish economically, to find a resolution that 
allows her people peace and dignity. It is our 
responsibility as tourists, as world travelers, 
to not perpetuate the problems by ignorance. 
Do not go to Salta only to dine alongside 
Balcarce, sip espresso in the Ninth of July 
Plaza, dance to Mercedes Sosa and Astor 
Piazolla and tour through the mountains of 
seven colors. Be prepared to have children, 
dirty and malnourished, approaching your 
table throughout the meal. They will place 
zodiac cards, fake tattoos and trinkets in 
front of you and leave. They will return and 
expect you to pay for the token: a quarter 
or two. They do not deserve to be ignored or 
scolded.
I do not have an answer, but only ask for 
those who are able to see this country to do so 
deliberately, with open eyes and hearts.
AMERIKAZ
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considered for New Jersey’s first execution 
since 1963 had his finger not been clutching 
the trigger.
Charlemagne, who has four prior felony 
convictions, is accused of shooting to death 
an unarmed rookie police officer, a father of 
one who stopped into a Paterson restaurant 
for a bite to eat. He’s not the first criminal 
whose roots stretch back to Irvington, a city 
where 22 percent of the under-18 popula­
tion live below the_ poverty line, but Passaic 
County prosecutor James Avigliano’s call for 
his execution has shed a dark sort of light
“My mother owned a 
hardware store; 
grandfather owned the 
hardware store after that 
... It’s about the family”
over the situation.
’Hie universe spit out Teddy Charlemagne 
and Tina Marie directly into the relentlessly 
turning gears of our American machine, the 
machine that designed the lives of 300 mil­
lion people simply by location, the one that 
allowed me to grow up bruising my knees in 
green backyards and worrying hard about 
the SATs while kids growing up could barely 
hope to graduate high school, much less 
attend college.
This machine -  our government, our dis­
tribution of wealth, our schools, our streets 
didn’t Hex the muscle in Charlemagne’s 
trigger finger. His choice belongs to him.
However, it did present him with a shin­
ing silver platter that displayed only 
a few breadcrumb choices. He could, 
like Tina, work long, hard hours for 
little pay and no satisfaction. The other 
choice involved black handguns and 
adrenaline rushes, an underground life 
sparking with danger and excitement 
against a drab, gray landscape.
Charlemagne is the product of our 
indifference to the inequality that New 
Jersey is steeped in. Avigliano’s call 
for the death of the accused shows the 
lack of respect our society’s process 
has for human life and the conditions 
surrounding its growth. America has 
a morality problem; we need to act 
less like our criminals are misfits and 
more like products of something we’ve 
all had a hand in. To paraphrase for­
mer United States Attorney General 
Ramsey Clark, we need to recognize our 
common humanity.
While Teddy Charlemagne sits lone­
ly in a steel box, Tina Marie continues 
to make the choice that he passed up, 
standing in the middle of the street dur­
ing blisteringly cold afternoons, hand­
ing out worthless scraps of paper while 
begging for change. She’s not bitter.
“My upbringing was fine,” Tina says, 
staring hungrily at a line of cars wait­
ing at the light. “My mother owned 
a hardware store; grandfather owned 
the hardware store before that. Three 
brothers. It’s about the family.”
The fight turns green. She watches 
the people as their cars carry them 
toward the Garden State Parkway and 
somewhere else.
The Am erican m achine is  ruthless to the poverty-stricken and 
act less like our crim inals are m isfits.
itevm  Dunphy I th e  M o n tc la rio ri
we as Am ericans need to
f
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STATE
UNIVERSITY
Department of Theatre and Dance
D a n c e  C o l la g e
February 28 • 7:30 PM, March 1 - 3 • 7:30 PM 
March 4 • 2:00 PM; March 6 - 8 • 7:30 PM
Tickets $ 1 5
Always a favorite, Dance Collage features new and exciting works by MSU student and faculty choreographers.March can be dark and cold, but our dancers will heat things up as 
they present all new works featuring modern, jazz, hip-hop and ballet.
T h e a t r e
MSU Dance
P e a k  f o r m a l i c e s
@montclair
John J. Cali School of Music 
Department of Theatre and Dance
C a b a r e t
Music: John Kander
Lyrics: Fred Ebb
Book: Joe Masteroff
Directed and staged by Clay Jam es
February 22-24 • 7:30 PM
February 24 • 2:00 PM, February 28 • 7:30 PM
March 1 - 3 • 7:30 PM, March 2 • 1:00 PM
March 4 • 2:00 PM
Tickets $ 1 5
T he breakthrough musical Cabaret is restaged creating a divinely deca­dent theatrical experience. This production brings to life the seedy 
glamour of Berlin’s legendary Kit Kat Club as well as the horrifying reality 
of living in Nazi Germany. Kander and Ebb’s revolutionary score creates • 
powerful, show-stopping numbers while Joe Masteroff’s book continues to 
thrill and move audiences. As the temperatures drop outside, the show 
inside the theater will sizzle!
P A F
PERFORMING ARTS FEE
NO CHARGE FOR 
MSU UNDERGRADS THROUGH 
PERFORMING ARTS FEE
Discounts for faculty, staff, and graduate students.
973-655-5112
www.peakpevfs.org
John J. Cali School of Music
M S U  S y m p h o n y  O r c h e s t r a
World Premiere!
Paul Hostetter, Conductor 
February 26 • 7:30 PM 
Tickets $ 1 5
A bold program mix: Claude Debussy’s Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun, Jennifer Higdon’s Blue Cathedral, Charles Ives’ Three Places in New England, Manuel de Falla’s Three Cornered Hat Suite no. 2  and 
featuring a world premiere by MSU graduate student Charles Corey: Fade.
■  ^  a le x a n d e r
K a s s e r
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•t of development since infancy because 
promotes positive relationships with 
people, according to Beck. He said j  
society seems to associate hospi- M 
tals with pain, whether 
B i th ,  it is due to a
Alicia Feghhi 
Staff Writer
The campus is vacant. No one is playing 
Frisbee outside or lying down on the grass 
while reading, or sitting on a table and eating 
lunch with friends. The cloudy sky, ice-cold 
weather and the limited amount of daylight 
exposure are conditions that may make some 
students feel sad. Though there are medi­
cal treatments for these illnesses, there is a 
breakthrough that “heels.”
Doctors prescribe that patients spend time 
with their best friends — the ones with four 
legs and a tail, that is. Researchers describe 
this therapeutic treatm ent as the human- 
animal bond, the positive interaction that 
exists between people and animals or pets, 
which leads to emotional, mental, spiritual, 
physiological and social benefits for people of 
all ages.
“Contact with pets evokes positive feel­
ings and enthusiasm,” said Alan Beck, the 
director of the School of Veterinary Medicine 
a t Purdue University in West Lafayette, Ind. 
“Research has shown that pets can ward off 
isolation and depression, especially for lonely 
seniors, due to their unconditional love and 
companionship.”
•Pets spur mental stimulation through 
communication with other people and enter­
tainment, according to Beck. When people 
feel blue, animals brighten their mood with 
laughter, delight and fun. A survey conducted 
in 1985 said 70 percent of families reported 
an increase in family happiness and amuse­
ment following adoption of a pet.
The Jackson family in Clifton is an- exam­
ple that shows this statistic’s validity and 
timeliness. Last year, they adopted Lucy, a 
cockapoo, from the animal shelter. Whenever 
Amy Jackson, 21, comes home, someone is at 
the door waiting for her no m atter what time 
of night or day. It’s Lucy.
Lucy knows when her owner is feeling 
gloomy. Jackson said Lucy tends to stay 
“extra close” to her when she is having a bad 
day or is sick. “Lucy makes me feel needed 
and loved,” Jackson said.
As a senior family and child studies major, 
Jackson enjoys being with children and wants 
the best for them. “What I love most about 
Lucy is that she is gentle with, children,” 
Jackson said, who is happy to know that com­
panion animals 
c a n
positively influence child development. 
Studies have revealed improved social com­
petence and self-esteem in children with pets 
compared to those without pets. A 1993 study 
concluded that parents may use pets to teach 
their children about life and death, as well as 
empathy and responsibility.
Some people feel a spiritual awakening 
or a sense of oneness with life when they are 
with their pets, according to Beck. Some have 
described their relationships with animals as 
their backbone for living or when times get 
“ruff” “No m atter how many people happen 
to hate me a t any given time,” Jackson said, 
“my dog lovés me unconditionally.”
The therapeutic use of pets as companions 
has gained much attention recently for many 
patients: people with AIDS or cancer, the 
depressed and isolated, the emotionally and 
physically abused, the elderly, the mentally 
ill, lonely seniors, autistic children, and those 
affected by tragedies, such as Hurricane 
Katrina. The sense of touch has been a crucial
of a tender bruise by the doctor. However, the 
soft touch of a furry coat is painless. In 
some cases with physically or sexually 
abused patients, they are scarred from 
the human touch. A non-threatening 
touch is the petting of a fuzzy dog to 
hug.
Sitting in the waiting room 
can cause patients to feel anxious.
Having a friendly animal with them 
eases their worries. Studies have 
shown that heart rate and 
blood pressure plummet 
with anim al-assisted 
therapy — even when 
watching fish swim 
in an aquarium. A 
study conducted 
by Beck involving 
pets’ influence on 
blood pressure 
in a new envi­
ronment at the
courtesy of Amy Jackson
Lucy senses when her owner, Amy Jackson, is feeling sick or upset and 
stays by her side. Pets are a good way to maintain one’s health.
U niversity  of 
Pennsylvania’s School 
ofVeterinaiy Medicine 
concluded pets can 
lower blood pressure. In 
the study, participants 
had their blood pressure 
taken while speaking to a 
researcher. Then a dog was intro­
duced into the room. The subjects’ blood 
pressure dropped while simultaneously 
petting the dogs, and talking with the 
researcher.
Pricey medical bills and dreaded doctor’s 
appointments could be avoided by adopting 
a pet, suggests Beck. A study conducted in 
1985 revealed medication costs dropped from 
an average of $3.80 to just $1.18 per patient 
per day in some nursing home facilities in 
New York, Missouri and Texas that used 
animal-assisted therapy. Five years later, it
pinch 
of a 
needle or 
the touch
was discovered that out of the 1,000 Medicare 
patients surveyed, those who owned dogs vis­
ited their doctors 16 percent less often than 
those who weren’t  dog owners. “Though medi­
cation can lower blood pressure,” Beck said, 
“it can’t  relieve stress that makes blood pres­
sure go back up.” Beck said other findings are 
that pet owners are healthier — many have 
lower blood pressure, lower triglyceride and 
cholesterol levels — and are more physically 
fit and happier than non-owners.
Beck said pet owners have better physi­
cal health due to exercise with their pets, 
through playing fetch, jogging or walking in 
the park. This helps add years to one’s life. 
The National Pet Owners Survey recorded 63 
percent of U.S. households that owned a pet 
last year. That means 69 million households 
will five longer and have better physical and 
mental health than households vacant of 
pets. Also, a 1980 report stated the human- 
animal bond may decrease heart attack mor­
tality by three percent, which translates into 
30,000 fives saved annually.
For example, a study tracked 92 male pet 
owners who were hospitalized in coronary 
care units a t the City Hospital in New York 
during the first year after a heart attack. 
The results showed that that 6 percent of pet 
owners died within one year, compared with 
28 percent of those without a pet at home. 
Beck suspects that companionship of a pet, 
rather than a spouse or friend, gives people a 
zest for fife, boosting the survival rate.
Dogs are a conversation piece in public 
parks. This technique could be the fuel of 
a new friendship or even the ignition of a 
relationship for singles. “People with pets 
are perceived as socially attractive and are 
approached more frequently than people 
without pets,” Beck said. A study reported 58 
percent of pet owners saying they’ve made 
. friends through their pets.
Lucy is one of those pets. Before going to 
the park, Jackson dresses Lucy in a fashion­
able doggy sweater, which gets her comple­
ments from admirers. “Most people love to 
come over and pet her,” Jackson said. “I have 
made a lot of friends with the help of Lucy.”
Anim als are very accepting, Beck said. 
They don’t  give a “bark or a meow” of how a 
person looks. “An anim al’s acceptance is non- 
judgmental and very forgiving,” Beck said. 
“They accept you for just the way you are.”
That’s why Jackson loves her pooch Lucy.
“When I feel the world has turned its back 
on me,” Jackson said, “I have a warm, fuzzy, 
little puppy a t home eagerly waiting for my 
return.”
Hm
hoi nr in sa n ity  to  any- M an” played in  procession. The eth ics. H e took the torch and ran  
one, but they’ve alw ays cannon w as designed by H unter long and far w ith .it. 
w orked for m e.” It h im self and consisted o f a  double- “A bsolute truth  is  a rare and dan- 
should not come as a thum bed fist clu tching a peyote gerous com m odity in  the context of 
surprise th a t H unter’s button, now a sym bol o f Gonzo jour- professional journalism .” 
eccentric p ersonality  nalism  and of th e legend him self. W hether you find Thom pson’s 
w as perhaps th e driv- L ike a ll great figures in  h is- work to be inform ing, entertain­
in g  force w hich led  tory, m uch o f Thom pson’s praise 
him  in to the strangest w as received after h is death. Yet 
o f situations. it  is  essen tia l to rem em ber w hat
From  drowning him - H unter accom plished in  term s o f 
se lf in  alcohol, getting free speech.
Ignoring th e “purely objectivist 
sty le  o f m ainstream  reportage,”
H unter lived  by h is own code o f
beaten up by a gang  
o f outlaw  m otorcyclists 
and dosing h im self 
w ith  every  
p o s s i b l e  
drug under 
th e  su n , 
T hom pson’s 
exp erien ces  
are tru ly  
w h at m ade 
h is w riting  
in teresting.
“Too w eird  
to  five, too 
rare to die,” 
w as th e
thought th at 
a p p e a r e d  
in  m y head  
after hear­
in g  th e
w riter com­
m itted  su icide on Feb.
20, 2005, a t the age o f 
67. Fm sure I w asn’t  the  
only one to w ish  th at he  
could have stayed around 
a little  longer.
T hom pson’s fam ily
”  ~ ------- ---------07 --------------
ing or enlightening, rem em ber the  
courage he had to stand up to all 
the pig-fuckers” o f the world. After 
all, it’s the sm artass liberals like 
Thom pson th at w e need now, more 
than  ever.
R est in  Peace, Sport.
courtesy of Hunter S. Thompson Archives 
Here, Hunter S. Thompson demonstrates what every 
journalist wishes to do to their technology.
notes to th e m agazines he wrote 
for.
This shortly led  him  into th e field  
o f Gonzo journalism , w hich is  a  sty le  
o f reporting th at blurs d istinctions 
betw een author and subject, fiction  
and non-fiction. H unter adapted to  
th is sty le o f w riting, and now is  
well-know n as “The Father o f  
Gonzo.”
P olitically, Thom pson w as 
extrem ely active. H e took part 
in  covering m any political cam ­
paigns, including th e M cGovern/
N ixon election cam paign. H e 
even ran for governor o f h is 
hom e sta te, Colorado, w here he 
prom oted the decrim inalization  
of drugs for personal use, as 
he didn’t  believe in  m aking a 
profit off o f drug trafficking.
M ost o f a ll, Thom pson w as 
know n to voice h is opinions 
truthfully and brutally toward 
any political m em ber or force 
w ith w hich he disagreed.
Personally, H unter d esp ised  stated  th a t th ey  did not 
Richard N ixon and often bashed h is believe h e com m itted the  
entire cam paign. act out o f desperation,
O f George B ush, Thom pson w as but rather planned out 
even less  fond, especially after th e th e event due to an ongo- 
9-11 tragedy. “It’s hard to ignore th e in g  m edical condition  
prima fade dum bness th at got us 
bogged down into th is n asty  w ar in  
th e first place ... i f  w e get chased  
out o f Iraq w ith  our ta il betw een  
our legs, th a t w ill be the fifth  con­
secutive third world country to have
th at w as causing him  to 
suffer.
Furtherm ore, it  w as 
rum ored th at H unter had  
rem ained in  a w heelchair 
for th e la st years o f h is
curious nature.
The private ceremony, 
held  on A ugust o f ‘05, 
had about 200 attend­
ees, including actor and
w hipped us in  the past forty years.” life, w hich obviously is  no 
Indeed, shortly after 9-11, w hen place for a m an o f  such  
m any Am ericans w ere ju st begin­
ning to blindly display their patrio­
tism , H unter w as already speaking  
out against B ush’s p lans for the  
future, predicting the om inous con- I _ ,  ^ .
sequences th at did eventually occur friend Johnny Depp, U.S. 
as a resu lt o f th ese plans. Senator John Kerry, for-
For h is m any political discover- m er U.S. Senator George 
ies and W hite H ouse adventures, M cGovern and actor B ill 
Thom pson retained the title  o f ch ief Murray, ju st to nam e a 
of th e “N ational A ffairs D esk” on few.
Rolling Stone’s m asthead for up to H is ashes w ere fired  
30 years until h is death. from a cannon, w hile Bob
“Td hate to advocate drugs, alco- D ylan’s “Mr. Tam bourine
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he Edge... there is no honest way to explain it 
because the only people who really know where 
it is are the ones who have gone over.
-  H unter S . Thom pson
Image courtesy of Ralph Steadman
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Karl de Vries 
Editor-in-Chief
Coinciding with the observation of Black 
History Month, the American Democracy 
Project a t Montclair State University, 
along with the office of Student Leadership 
Programs and the Delta Chi fraternity, spon­
sored a showing of the film “Twelve Disciples 
o f Nelson Mandela” on Monday, Feb. 19. The 
film, one of a number of “Point of View” docu­
mentaries airing on the Public Broadcasting 
Service, depicted the struggle of South African 
exiles in trying to liberate their home country 
from the oppression of apartheid.
The African National Congress, formed in 
1950 as a  response to government legislation 
separating racial groups in the country, was 
headed by Mandela and staunchly supported 
by his 12 lieutenants. Originally built on 
the philosophy of opposition through non--' 
violence,.the group was looked upon harshly 
by the British government and considered a 
terrorist brgahization by thfe United States. 
Ten years after its formation, the group was 
declared illegal in South Africa, forcing the 12 
disciples to flee the country (Mandela himself 
was arrested and sentenced to life imprison­
ment in 1964 on charges of sabotage).
Unwelcome in their home country, the 
travelogue- of the: exiles reads like a glos­
sary of African countries circa I960. In many 
cases', those who fled found refuge in nearby 
countries like Botswana and Tanganyika, 
while one of the disciples, Pule Leinaeng, fled
to the Bronx, N.Y. Narrated by Leinaeng’s 
step-son, the film not only chronicles his 
step-father’s life as an advocate for African 
freedom, but as a general overview of the 
nearly 40 years that the ANC struggled for 
South African independence.
Massacres at the hands of the police, 
such as the Sharpeville shooting of 1960 (the 
casualties of which range from 50 to 100 
people) and the 1976 Soweto student protest 
(in which scores were killed), highlighted 
the oppression of the country in the latter 
half of the 20th century. Only when faced 
with overwhelming political pressure did the 
apartheid government of South Africa free 
former ANC President Mandela after nearly 
27 years of imprisonment in 1990. This act, 
which paved the way for free elections in 
1994, directly led to the ousting of the white 
government, the Presidency of Mandela and 
the control of the ANC ever since.
After the film was shown, a panel consist­
ing of adjunct professor Delores McMorrin, 
coordinator for the Equal Opportunity Fund 
(EOF) and Associate Dean of Students James 
E. Harris connected the depictions in the film 
to the concerns of the average. MSU student. 
“I was very impressed with the similarities 
between the struggle in South Africa and the 
struggle in Americirdealingwith apartheid,” 
remarked McMorrin. As is stated in the film 
by one of the South. African refugees land­
ing in the midst of,the 1960s American civil 
rights Movement, “$ve are still in South Africa 
by any other means.”
Dean H arris, 
the New Jersey 
State Conference 
President of 
the National 
Association 
for the
Images courtesy or Micnaei uerisi 
Here, Student Board of Trustees Member Daniel E. Peltz poses with Dean Harris, 
the New Jersey State Conference President of the NAACP, after the showing.
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), 
continuously stressed the importance of edu­
cation ih upholding democracy and the indi­
vidual’s need for human rights, regardless 
of skin color or ethnic background. Quoting 
Martin Luther Ring, Jr., Dean Harris said, 
“Freedom is never voluntarily given by the 
oppressor. It must be demanded by the 
oppressed.” And as an aside to the worsen­
ing conditions in Iraq, he mused how the 
American occupation will only give rise to a 
new wave of anti-American sentiment in the 
region. “That’s why Martin had it straight 
-  violence begets violence,” he added.
Over 50 people attended the event, the 
group consisting mainly of students from 
McMorrin’s Introduction to Law class and 
over a dozen brothers from Delta Chi, which 
co-sponsored the event. According to Peltz, 
a brother of the fraternity and a student 
representative to the Board of Trustees, 
both the ADP and the fraternity spent the 
previous three weeks advertising the event, 
mostly through flyers on campus. “We were a 
bit constrained by the size of the room, 
but I was really happy with the 
turnout and the way things 
went,” remarked Peltz.
He went on to say that 
the ADP had similar 
events in the works, 
likely to coincide with 
Latino and women’s 
history months, as 
well as other events 
and panel dis­
cussions.
A c co rd in g  
to McMorrin,
M o n t c l a i r ’s 
ADP chapter 
has existed for 
nearly two and 
a half years; 
its  purpose 
is to “get stu­
dents involved
in issues that are relevant, such as civic 
engagement, democratic processes, effecting 
change, creating dialog, sharing experiences 
and becoming involved with people with dif­
ferent backgrounds.” Dr. Freyda Lazarus, the 
campus coordinator of the ADP, summed it up 
very succinctly: “Our goal here is to find like- 
minded individuals to educate the campus ... 
[we are] preparing people to be citizens.”
Images courtesy of 4umi.com and news.ums.purdue.edu
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o n  t h e  t u b e :
A n d  t h e  A w a r d  G o e s  T o . . .
H opes and Predictions for the 2007 Oscars
David Clarke
Assistant Arts & Entertainment Editor
The 79th Annual Academy Awards will be airing Sunday, Feb. 25, the time 
of year that Hollywood spends three and a half hours honoring themselves. The 
Oscars generally don’t  mean much to people who like good movies, and most of 
its importance comes out of the ability of an actor to put the Oscars before their 
names (“Academy Award-winner Ben Affleck”).
The Academy has a long-standing tradition of screwing it up, from the tepid 
2005 Best Picture winner Crash, to Dances with Wolves beating Do the Right 
Thing, to the tragedy of Pulp Fiction losing to Forrest Gump in 1994. The Oscars 
shouldn’t  be taken seriously as an indication of the best film of the 
year.
Still, it’s fun to guess, so here at The Montclarion, we’ve come up 
with the films we think will win, compared to the films that should 
win. Keep in mind, however, that most of the best films of the year 
haven’t  even been nominated.
Actor in a Leading Bole 
Who should win?
Ryan Gosling gave one of the 
best performances of the year, and 
one of the best in the category, as the 
drug-addicted middle school teacher in 
H alf Nelson. His performance was hon­
est, heart-felt and cynical at the same time, 
and he has become one of America’s best 
working actors.
Who will win?
This is a toss-up between Peter O’Toole and Forest Whitaker, but Whitaker’s 
performance as Ugandan dictator Idi Amin has the makings of 
winner, which isn’t  a crime, considering his excellent and char­
ismatic performance. Now if only he’d been nominated for the 
film as a supporting role, considering he isn’t  even the lead, a 
win might make more sense.
Actress in a Leading Role 
Who should win?
Giving one of the most controlled, thought- 
performance of the year, Helén Mirren deserves to  win for her work in 
The Queen, especially over the laughable performance of Dame Judi 
I Dench in Notes on a Scandal or the overrated performance by Meryl 
Streep in the snore-inducing The Devil Wears Prada.
Who will win?
If every other award show is any indication, the Academy will 
have gotten something right for once. Helen Mirren has the best chance 
of winning, unless the academy catches on to Penèlope 
Cruz’s excellent performance in Pedro Almodovar’s 
Spanish language film Volver. What am I thinking? 
Volver is in subtitles, and people hate to read! Helen 
Mirren should be safe.
SEE 'AWARDS' ON P. 19
Where's the Danny Zuko I Met A t the Beach?
Peter Schaus 
Managing Editor
Let me start by saying that I’ve 
never been a fan of reality 
television. I have a 
deep aversion 
to eating large 
insects and if I 
wanted to spend 
my time with a 
bunch of border­
line alcoholics creat­
ing enough awkward 
sexual situations to 
make Paris Hilton avert 
her eyes and start play­
ing with her cell phone, 
then I would just hang out 
with my friends. I did watch The
Apprentice for the first couple of seasons 
for no reason other than the fact that I 
love corporate turn-over, but even that 
ran its course. However, my aversion 
toward reality television ended a few 
weeks ago when an off-key version 
of Joan Jett’s “I Love Rock TST Roll” 
burst into my living room and into 
my heart. Self-respect be damned, I love 
Grease: You’re.the One That I  Want.
Grease airs Sunday nights on NBC and 
is hosted by West End theater star Denise 
Van Outen and George W. Bush’s cousin 
Billy Bush (Talk about a star pedigree). The 
panel of judges consists of veteran Broadway 
director/choreographer Kathleen Marshall 
(Contact), Grease co-creator Jim  Jacobs and 
producer David Ian. While similar televi­
sion talent competitions like American Idol 
award their winner with a recording contract, 
Grease: You’re the One That I  Want gives its 
male and female champions the distinction of 
playing the roles of Danny and Sandy in the 
new, big-budget Broadway revival of Grease, 
which opens this summer.
One of the best 
things about the 
new Broadway pro­
duction of Grease 
is the fact that 
they’re inter­
polating the 
songs w rit­
ten for the
The Sandys are a mixed breed.-. Voters 
were smart to vote off “Emotional Sandy” 
Ashley Anderson (or whom my mom and I 
like to call “Unstable Sandy”), who broke 
down into tears every time she was forced 
to perform. It would have been hard to keep 
an energetic show like Grease running eight 
times a week if every bombastic production 
number ended with a heaving sob from the 
front of the stage.
Laura “Small-town Sandy” Osnes’s pluck 
and eagerness to please has made herself a 
favorite with the judges and audienc­
es alike, but her sugary sweet 
demeanor often comes 
across as desper­
ate, like
movie ver- 
s i o n
the
girl
i n t o  
the stage play.
I don’t  think I 
speak solely for myself when 
I say that Grease just isn’t  Grease 
without Sandy being a straight-up litterbug, 
throwing pieces of paper into a baby pool at 
the end of “Hopelessly Devoted to You.” The 
best part of Grease is when Sandy goes slutty 
at the end (“Tell me about it, stud”), but it’s 
really disappointing when she breaks into 
the crappy “All Choked Up” instead of “You’re 
the One That I Want.” It’s kind of like hooking 
up with the prom queen and finding out the 
next day that she gave you genital warts.
m your
f i f t h -  g r a d e
class who doesn’t  mind
th a t her friends use her for her 
pool just as long as she has someone to hang 
out with. Also, every performance of hers is
punctuated by presentation arms that aren’t 
quite Diana Ross but more soccer mom throw­
ing her arms down in defeat when she finds 
out that her babysitter can’t  work that night 
and she’ll have to miss her pottery class.
Kate “Serious Sandy” Rockwell is one of 
the best singers in the competition but really 
isn’t  right for the role she’s auditioning for 
and would probably do a better job in one of 
Andrew Lloyd Webber’s over-the-top ‘80s rock 
operas.
One of the best actresses of the bunch 
is Kathleen “Spiritual Sandy” Monteleone, 
and while her Christian fundamentalism is 
kind of a turn-off her emotive renditions of 
“Suddenly I See” and “Memory” from Cats 
have made her a serious contender for the 
spot.
Unfortunately, she was in the bottom four 
last week, but hopefully she’ll take Marshall’s 
advice to “show us more of the girl and less 
of the woman,” which: is, ironically enough, a 
note we give several of our female editors 
here at The Montclarion on a weekly 
basis.
While the judges may be skepti­
cal of “Spiritual Sandy” as the lead 
in their big-budget musical, their 
support of Allie “Baby Sandy” 
Schulz seems unwarranted. 
Schulz lacks the feminine 
girliness so integral to the 
role of Sandy and is about 
as graceftd as a lumber­
jack. While a good singer, 
Schulz would have a bet­
ter chance in this competi­
tion if she slicked her hair back 
and auditioned for the role of Danny.
The standout of all the Sandys is definite­
ly Ashley Spencer. She physically embodies 
the archetype that Olivia Newton-John made 
so famous in the feature film and holds the
SEE ‘GREASE’ ON P. 19
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
a t  t h e  a r t  g a lle r y :
Tracie Fracasso at the M F A  Gallery
courtesy of Linda Bee Koenemund
Trade Fracasso’s two-dimensional collage of an old man holding a mushroom cloud among 
many other men in robes was featured in her first year MFA Art show.
Linda Bee Koenemund 
S taff Writer
First-year MFA student Trade Fracasso’s 
paintings, collages and photographs seemed 
at once familiar gS almost to the point of 
owing them merely a glance but the works 
had much more to offer the patient viewer.
Her works consisted of small-scale col­
lages, black-and-white photo montages, color 
drawings and one large-scale monotone paint­
ing. Filled with religious imagery and iconog­
raphy, Fracasso uses highly recognizable style 
choices to hold a sheer veil over contemporary 
issues.
The five black-and-white photographs on 
view were filled with architectural montages 
of objects, such as church spires and religious 
statues, all which alluded to Catholicism. 
They were dark and mysterious, even omi­
nous in mood and subject matter.
The two small color drawings were less 
cryptic and were closely related to the pho­
tographic news imagery that resulted from 
the Beslan School hostage tragedy of 2004. 
The drawings were thick and bright in either 
paint or oil pastel, but the images were sad 
and disastrous.
Offered next to the drawings was a large- 
scale painting that a t first may have seemed
like a simple statue in a cathedral, or even 
more directly St. Sebastian, but Sebastian’s 
penetrating arrows had been replaced with 
barbed wire. Presented unstretched and with 
a thin framing cloth border, the work was 
reminiscent of medieval tapestry — though 
less colorftd as the entire painting was in red 
iron oxide (aside from the barbed wire, which 
was emphasized in greys). The pedestal bn 
which the figure stood contained an engrav­
ing of a landscape and a long road, which the 
savvy viewer might rec­
ognize as the fence along 
the U.S.-Mexican border.
The viewer was left then 
to make their own conclu­
sions about these weighty 
juxtapositions of martyr­
dom, immigration, bor­
ders, wealthy institutions, 
iconography and mono­
tone figuration.
Opposite the painted 
works were two small 
unassum ing collages, 
one two-dimensional and 
one three-dimensional.
The collages seamlessly 
mixed images from sev­
eral ancient time periods 
to build peopled environ­
ments into what looked 
like typical spiritual mas- 
terworks. These environ­
ments were then quietly 
mixed with modem imag­
es and objects, injecting 
contemporary ideas.
Fracasso’s eye for col­
lage keeps the works from 
revealing these manipula­
tions to her viewers too quickly, and a patient 
viewer comes away from the work with differ­
ent observations than a casual onlooker. The 
collages were pleasing to the eye and charged 
with meaning and feminine sensibility. They 
were gentle and perverse.
The two-dimensional collage was of a 
graying man in robes quietly holding a small 
atomic mushroom cloud, and the other fig-
SEE ‘COLLAGES’ ON P. 20
courtesy of Linda Bee Koenemund
Fracasso’s works look simple, such as this three-dimensional 
collage, which actually contains a high level of intricacy.
at the theater:
Raw Theater Cooks U p  Applause
Douglas McIntyre 
Chief Copy Editor
The words “Theater in the Raw” conjure up ideas of 
half-written scenes, actors stumbling over lines read off 
a script and no fighting or sound attempts in the slight­
est. It suggests the barest sense of a show with actors 
just learning it.
On Feb. 9, these images were thrown out the window. 
With successftd blocking, well-designed costumes; chore­
ography and a fighting scheme, Julianna Stanford and. 
Brandon Monokian presented two short performances 
that showed effort to make something presentable and 
worthwhile.
Theater in the Raw is presented by Montclair State 
University’s theatre department. Students within the 
department are encouraged to write and/or direct short 
plays or parts of plays to gain experience in an informal 
setting.
Up first, Stanford had pieced together a 10-minute 
play based on Jon Scieszka’s The True Story o f the 
Three Little Pigs.
In addition to Scieszka’s story, as told by the Big Bad 
Wolf (Alexander T. Wolf, according to Scieszka), Stanford 
added a short scene involving Mr. Wolf being called to 
the stand in a trail for the murder of the three little 
pigs.
This scene, however, included a cheesy lip-sync to 
“Hungry Like the WoE” While the choreography showed 
effort and fit the song, and the cast did it well, the song 
didn’t  fit in the context of the rest of the show.
courtesy of Brandon Monokian
Matthew Robert as the snake tempts Eve (Alexandria Giorgio) with the apple in a number from Children o f Eden. Brandon 
Monokian presented a medley of songs from the musical for “Theater in the Raw”  on Feb. 9.SEE ‘RAW’ ON P. 18
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SNEAK PEEK OF CABARET
M SU Theater Crosses Risky Borders
M SU's Cabaret Is Already Generating Buzz
Trevor Cahill 
Staff Writer
There is a thin line between trashy and 
tasteful, and this 
month’s produc­
tion of Cabaret 
has been rumored 
to be pushing that 
line. The show’s 
content alone 
is racy enough, 
but Clay James’s 
direction, which 
includes actors 
being physically 
sexual with one 
another and full 
frontal nudity, 
has been generat­
ing a buzz among 
students for quite 
some time.
With such a 
boundary-push­
ing production 
preparing itself 
for its open this 
week; one has to 
wonder how the 
actors involved 
in such a show 
feel about it. I 
took the time to 
sit with select 
members of the 
cast to hear their 
thoughts.
The students 
who were to be 
involved with 
Cabaret knew
right from the beginning what the show 
would entail. At call-backs (the second round
of auditions, when the director selects a num­
ber of actors to read for certain roles), every­
one was asked to sign a petition in which they 
selected to participate in no nudity, partial
nude in the show would ultimately have to 
bare it all for their role.
Cari Jones, 20, a sophomore B.A. theatre 
studies major, is one of those chosen for a role
courtesy or oaran uarvey
A far cry from their final full-frontal nude performances, the actors in Cabaret, the Kander & Ebb musical about nightlife in Berlin during the 
rise of Nazi Germany, rehearse wearing their street clothing.
nudity or full frontal nudity, and their selec­
tion did not impact whether or not they were 
cast. Those who were cast and selected to be
requiring nudity. Although one would think 
that this task would be quite daunting, Jones 
says that she is not nervous and that she’d
“rather have the experience now.”
Justin Long, 22, a senior B.A. theatre 
studies major, was chosen to play the role 
of the Emcee, one of the show’s lead roles.
Like Jones, Long’s 
role demands onstage 
nudity, which he is also 
not worried about.
Both Jones and 
Long do not see being 
naked on stage as 
many do. Long said, 
“It’s not nudity for the 
sake of nudity,” and 
that they are trying 
to convey who their 
characters really 
were. “We don’t  see 
it as getting naked,” 
Jones said, “we see it 
as what [Holocaust 
victims] went through 
in Germany.”
As far as being 
physical with fellow 
castmates, both actors 
had similar reactions: 
it is not a big deal 
at all. “It’s direction,” 
said Jones, “no m atter 
what stage direction, 
it’s still direction.”
Being physi­
cal onstage does not 
make either of these 
actors uncomfortable. 
They see it as any 
actor should see it. It 
is the director making 
the show how he sees 
it, and actors need to 
be willing to do what is necessary to bring
SEE ‘CABARET’ ON P. IS
Meet and Greet with an Actor
MSU's Justin Long Puts Kind Heart to Work
Trevor Cahill 
S taff Writer
Justin Long, a 22-year-old senior B.A. 
theatre studies major, is not your typical 
budding actor. While he has been studying 
for years and perfecting his skills, he has also 
been making time for those less fortunate.
Unlike many theater students, who focus 
solely on making a career for themselves and 
let auditions and rehearsals consume their 
time, Long has dedicated a large amount of 
his time to helping others. While he could 
be spreading his name, making contacts and 
setting up auditions, he has generously given 
much time in aiding children in need.
Long is the founder and president of New 
Benefit Theater, a non-profit theater orga­
nization that works with charities to raise 
money for their causes. Every year they put 
on a musical and give a portion of tickets to 
the charity they’re working with. The charity 
then sells those tickets and gets the full profit
from what they sell.
The New Benefit Theatre works with the 
Gift of Life foundation, an organization that 
funds life-saving heart operations for under­
privileged children from other countries. The 
organization brings physicians and doctors 
to the children that are in desperate need of 
surgery.
According to Long, “I feel it’s important to 
help these children who have an unfair start.” 
This truly admirable individual has taken 
time away from his growing career to help 
those less fortunate. It is uncommon to see 
people in this business, which requires a lot 
of time focusing on themselves, reaching out 
and helping others.
Long is an excellent example to his peers 
and to all of MSU. For more information 
about the New Benefit Theatre, log onto 
NewBenefitTheatre.org.
courtesy of Justin Long
MSU senior Justin Long runs the New Benefit Theatre, which he founded to help needy 
children from other countries.
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courtesy of Brandon Monoklan
Snake dancers took on the role of malicious tempation in “ In Pursuit of Excellence.”
Allison Foote, the face behind the furry 
wolf nose, also helped to adapt the story, 
along with director Stanford and another 
actor, John Whelan. It was a narration by Mr. 
Wolf of just what really happened between 
the three little pigs and him.
Foote carried the story well, being appro­
priately coy and innocent when the wolf dis­
cussed how he couldn’t  possibly leave a dead 
pig lying around and had no choice but to eat 
it.
The rest of the cast did just fine with 
their roles, admittedly with very few lines to 
handle. The real stars of this short play, how­
ever, were the costumes. A defense attorney 
with a full lion’s mane, a judge wearing bear 
ears and a furry mask and even a character 
in a women’s suit and long teeth as “Barbara
Walrus” gave this show the charm it needed 
to get beyond its flat storyline.
Shortly after Stanford’s cast left the stage, 
16 people walked on, in the dark, and stood 
in a semi-circle. In four-part harmony, the 
actors struck up the start of “Let There Be” of 
Stephen Schwartz’s Children o f Eden, based 
on the book of Genesis
They were joined by B.J. Robinson on 
piano, who timed his playing perfectly with 
each actor. His spot-on performance was only 
marred by how much it overpowered the vol­
ume of some of the singers.
For example, Alexandra Giorgio as Eve 
could barely be heard ' during “Spark of 
Creation,” except when she belted her high 
notes. As the show went on, Angelo Palma as 
Adam sang out over the somewhat quieter
piano during “World Without You” perfectly 
understood.
Director Monokian put together his show 
by tying together eight songs from Children 
o f Eden, having the actors sing for 25 min­
utes straight. Changes in who was on center 
stage created transitions between them, giv­
ing a sense of movement and showing the 
passage of time.
The scene that stands out by far was “In 
Pursuit of Excellence,” with Matthew Robert 
as the snake, who also designed the costumes, 
including the dark, tom  clothes he, along 
with Laura Weiss and Caitlin Gutches, who 
made up the rest of the snake, wore.
Two girls stood in .the back as the tree 
of knowledge, and the snake followed Eve 
around, tempting her with the apple and all 
it represents. Giorgio, unfortunately, only 
stared blankly as Robert contorted his face 
into evil grimaces and tempting guises.
While a few of the actors had little vari­
ance in expression and tone,.Joe Molitoris 
as the Father and Robert truly became their 
characters and showed the audience exact­
ly what their characters 
were thinking.
“Theater in the Raw 
is an experimental pro­
gram designed to give the 
students an opportunity 
to produce and collaborate 
on creating theatre in a 
practical setting,” read 
the program, which also 
reminded the audience, “It 
should be noted that these 
.are “works in progress.”1
These so-called “works 
in progress” helped 
Stanford and Monokian,' 
as well as their actors, 
show off their talents.
Where shoddy performances are typically 
expected, these students succeeded in creat­
ing short, coherent shows, fully prepared for 
an audience.
CABARET
CONTINUED FROM P. 1 7
a show to life. According to Long, “If you’re 
an actor, you’re going to have to do certain 
things.”
With a show that encompasses so many 
racy aspects, one would think that young 
actors would be reluctant to participate in 
such a production.
Both Jones and Long represent the gener­
ally held belief of the cast that such things are 
not jarring when you are portraying someone 
else. These students have done what true 
actors should and separated themselves from 
their characters. Such attitudes lead to great 
performances, which make a show a hit, and 
it is obvious that Cabaret will indeed be. a 
hit.
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O o p s ... 
Brit Did it 
Again
Karl da Vries 
Editor-in-Chief
It was too much to hope' for last 
week, upon hearing the news .of Anna 
Nicole Smith’s passing, that perhaps 
the preciously small attention span of 
too many Americans would find anoth­
er avenue of interest outside of tabloid 
city. Unfortunately, the Queen of Queer, 
Britney Spears, has gone ahead and 
shaved; her head, revealing a look that 
has more in common with a denizen of 
Auschwitz than that of a 21st-century pop 
star.
The central question here: has she lost 
her #$*!@%-mind? Okay, Britney, so you 
just divorced K-Fed via text message, one 
of your former backup dancers. That’s a 
bad thing? I may not be familiar with the 
inner workings of that relationship, but I 
think it does suffice to say that K-Fed is 
not the world’s foremost ambassador to 
marital bliss. Remember Britney, D-list 
celebrity husbands are a dime a dozen; 
your shelf life as a pop diva depends 
unmitigatedly upon your ability to slink 
around a stage in clothes that would 
make the Emperor jealous, all the while 
prostituting a body anemically reduced by 
years of (I assume) eating disorders.
The Internet Movie Database (www. 
imdb.com) is reporting that she has 
checked herself into rehab for the second 
time this week. The first time she entered 
rehab, she left within 24 hours, which 
earned her the coveted Robert Downey 
Jr. Award for shortest time spent faying 
to clean oneself up. Hopefully, her efforts 
will prove more fruitful this time around;" 
after all, what would the world be like 
without everyone’s favorite pre-packaged, 
synthesized, 17-years-old-and-already- 
breast-implanted ex-Mouseketeer?
.It must be a hard life for poor Brit 
Brit, faying to figure out how to spend the 
oodles of dollars your shallow career has 
brought you deciding which convenience 
store to hit up in search of a new pack of 
cigarettes and telling your teenage fans 
the benefits of being a virgin until mar­
riage despite your decision to shack up 
with Justin Timberlake. Get well soon, 
Britney, and don’t forget: Sinead O’Connor 
owns the copyright on young starlets who 
shave their heads in an effort to “make a 
statement.”
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Best Director 
Who should win?
Normally I’d flock straight toward Martin Scorsese, the best living 
American director, but this year, among the nominees, the most compelling 
direction came from Paul Greengrass. Greengrass directed United 93 as if it 
were a documentary and made sure that every detail was right. Ifs a won­
der that, considering the amount of care put into the film, it didn’t  become 
the saccharine sweet movie-of-the-week World Trade Center, and instead 
became an intelligent film that presents the awftd morning of Sept. 11,2001, 
in an honest and subtle way.
Who will win?
Considering this will be his sixth nomination for Best Director, it seems 
as though this is finally Martin Scorsese’s year with his tight direction of 
The Departed.
Beet Picture 
What should win?
This is a toss up between The Queen and The Departed, two films that 
couldn’t seem farther apart, but actually have a lot in common. Both appear 
to be dramas, but both are also among the funniest films of the year. The 
Departed is a bit more blatant about it, and considering it’s not the best film 
to come out of Scorcese (see Raging Bull), I’m going to have to give it to The 
Queen.
Who will win?
If I was going based on who won the. Golden Globes, it would be the 
criminally over-rated Babel, but there could be an upset and The Departed 
may take it. Or, it the Academy may give it to the underdog-for-a-reason 
Little Miss Sunshine, which may be the year’s biggest crowd-pleaser if not 
the most original film of the year.
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GREASE
CONTINUED FROM P. 1 5
distinction of being the best actress, singer and dancer of 
the bunch. Last week’s duet of “It Takes Two” with 
“Slacker Danny” Max showed that she had 
the energetic feminine energy to pull 
off numbers like “Summer 
Loving” and her 
rendition of 
“Take 
T h  a-t 
Look  
OffYour 
F a c e ” 
from Song 
and Dance 
showed the 
dramatic chops 
needed for songs 
like “Hopelessly 
Devoted to 
You ”
As produc­
er David Ian 
stated in last 
week’s episode, 
she’s the one to 
beat.
If Ashley 
Spencer is the 
easy choice for 
Sandy, picking 
out a suitable 
Danny to play 
alongside her 
may prove more 
difficult. Derek 
“W h o le s o m e  
Danny” Keeling 
is the current 
favorite for the, 
role, as he possesses the looks, talent and charisma required of 
Danny Zuko. However, his butchering of the first few chords of 
“From This Moment” in last week’s .episode proves that he may 
lack the stamina to perform the vocally demanding role eight 
times a. week.
The best singer of the bunch is Kevin “Bellhop Danny” 
Greene, and while he has the looks and talent for the role, 
his low-energy performances have failed to win the support 
of the judges and the audience who put him in the bottom 
four last week. Hopefully this week, if he wants to stay, he’ll 
tap into the promise he showed in the earlier episodes.
Former Days o f our Lives star Austin “Hot Danny” Miller has 
been growing on me in the last few weeks. While he has what it 
takes to play the role, his vanity has failed to win him any fans. 
After all, Danny Zuko is supposed to represent the gritty greaser 
archetype of the 1950s; would Grease fans really accept a Danny
who wears base and mascara?
Grease co-creator Jim Jacobs says that Chad “Ambitious 
Danny” Doreck fits the vision he had when he first developed 
the role. While Chad is charismatic, the energy he brings to his 
performances tends to be a bit excessive. Half the time, you 
don’t  know whether to clap or reach for the Ritalin.
It seems that every one of these talent compe­
titions has a dark horse contestant that everyone uses as 
a scapegoat when their (more deserving) favorites are 
kicked off the show. On Grease, this distinction goes 
to Max “Slacker Danny” Crumm. While a good singer 
with star potential* he’s physically wrong for the 
role of Danny and unbelievable as the leader of a 
gang. With thousands of people vying for the role 
of Danny, it seems strange that the judges and 
producers would use the same tactics as a high 
school musical director 
who has to settle on the 
only heterosexual guy 
they could find to play 
a role they’re completely 
wrong for.
Grease: You’re
the One That I  Want is 
a lot like heroin addic­
tion. You may know the 
dangers. You may be 
morally opposed to the
idea of it. But in a weak 
moment, you succumb 
to the temptation, and 
the next thing you know, 
you’re hooked. So, go 
ahead. Fire up the old 
boob tube on Sundays at 
8. Turn on, tune in and 
drop out. All the Cool 
kids are watching it.
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COLLAGE
CONTINUED FROM  P. 1 6
ures, like magi presenting gifts to Jesus, 
seemed to be offering him a lighted globe 
and a silver ribbon trophy (similar to the rib­
bons for AIDS and breast cancer, etc.). There 
were horses present and the other characters 
looked on or casu­
ally looked away, 
further mystifying 
the composition.
The three- 
dimensional col­
lage was encased 
in raised Plexiglas 
and had many visu­
ally harmonious 
yet disparate ele­
ments. Here again,
Fracasso is able 
to make the work 
look simple while 
closer inspection 
reveals depth in 
her manipulations.
The three- 
dimensional col­
lage consisted of 
an image of an 
altar boy carrying 
incense, literally in 
the foreground, in 
the lower right area 
of the space along 
with two cherubs to 
the left and a swan near the top.
In the literal background were images of 
a pastoral landscape with great depth and 
other elements, such as an unassuming foot 
that suddenly appears out of nowhere quietly. 
The boy’s face is gentle and disturbing as he 
wistfully looks past us and off beyond the
picture plane to the right. One cherub looks 
a t the boy and the second cherub looks at the 
first, as all the characters surprisingly do 
nothing to acknowledge the huge swan in the 
area above them.
Both collage 
works were not open 
to effortless interpre­
tation, and they had 
a certain visual grace 
and charm.
In their famil­
iarity and reconstruc­
tion, the works in the 
Fracasso show invited 
viewers in and then 
told a different story 
than what has come 
to be expected. In her 
hands, religious ico­
nography becomes a 
loaded language twist­
ed into contemporary 
stories.
In our media- 
saturated society, we 
have learned to recog­
nize and even ignore 
familiar images in a 
millisecond. However, 
it is through master­
ful representation of 
familiar western reli­
gious iconography that Fracasso pushes the 
boundaries of what we think we have already 
seen.
Trade Fracasso’s solo show was on view 
Feb. 4-11,2007, a t the MFA Gallery in  Finley 
Hall South on the Montclair State University 
campus.
courtesy of Linda Bee Koenemund
Frascasso’s thick and bright drawings con­
trasted with the sad images she depicted.
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Whcpi Playing at MontclairFest?
Igor Vaksman I The Montclarlon
M ontclairftest is like a  punch-drunk heavy weight who everyone 
thinks has one good fight left in  him . The fans want to see their 
hero bask m one more hour of glory and prove all the naysayers 
wrong, but that fact is that it should ju st walk away. The proof of 
the m atter is its recent track record that has cut the event short of
Every student who was around last year still has the stinging 
memory of the Juelz Santana knock-out 17 m inutes into the title  
bout. Santana was placed in  the Student Center Ballrooms because 
of nasty weather, and the humbling tightness of the venue m ight 
have given him second thoughts. The year before, Jadakiss put on 
a show in the vastness o f the Yogi Berra Stadium parking lot, but 
again, terrible weather dogged the event and some are calling for .
Student Government President Angelo Lilia, at the SGA’s 
Wednesday meeting, stated that in 2007, no matter what the 
outcome, this could be the Test’s final shot at glory. The weather 
is  an unpredictable and fragile component of the Earth that no 
one can figure out. But w hat is even more unpredictable is C lass 
One Concerts, an SGA Class One Organization's, ability to pick its
Confirmed acts include Houston Calls ofRockaway and Someday 
Never of Marlboro. Unconfirmed acts include the RX Bandits and 
Straylight Run. C1C said they picked these groups by using a 
Facebook search engine to find popular bands and potential acts. 
Please throw us a bone here if  you have heard of any of these bands 
besides the RX Bandits, who are stall undecided to ¡day.
Another unbelievable fact is that the total cost o f the venue w ill 
be $62,250, $50,000 of that coming from the SGA, money that the 
student body has paid for in  their tuition bills. Despite the event’s 
bad luck, does any uf the 16.000 students here at MSU have any 
say in who they want to see play or not? To give the C1C a fair 
shake, they cannot have their budget passed for the concert until 
the start of the spring 2007 sem ester in January, which roughly 
gives them two months to plan a m assive event.
That is a bit daunting and a bit unfair, but the (mint is they 
should take more of a  proactive stance and poll the majority of the
“Please throw us a bone here if you 
have heard of any of these bands 
besides the RX Bandits who are still 
undecided to play.”
student body. One of the ways of going about this is by using or 
asking to use MSlTs list serve to e-m ail all students with a list of 
prospective acts and have them vote in a democratic fashion.
But what is the deal with Yogi Berra Stadium? According to 
MSU’s main website, the Stadium is a state of the art college 
baseball facility that is part o f a public/pnvate partnership with 
Floyd Hall Enterprises This Stadium is supposed to be non-profit 
venture and if  that is the case, why can’t they help out the college 
for which it makes its home? Why can’t C1C hold their concerts at 
a stadium  that can hold 7,000 at full capacity?
This is an issue that should be addressed and would be a sound 
judgem ent especially because MSU is holding a $62,000 event It 
is very nice that Floyd Hall Enterprises lets us use the facility for 
our baseball team , hut would they really be bending over back­
wards if  they actually cut us a break and gave us a date where 
we can through a concert on its grounds. They would probably 
say “Oh. w ell, we don’t want to have a bunch of drunken college 
kids tearing up the grass and pissing in the dugouts” There is 
a sim ple answer to this: throw a tarp over the field and let us 
have had it. 1 mean having a concert at a ball-park is not a new  
thing. Springsteen did Fenway in 200.3, and the Beatles did Shea 
Stadium  in  *64.
As for the weather, w ell, that can’t Ik* helped, except to use a  
Farmer’s Almanac. So this spring, it should be intonating to see 
if  MontclairFest w ill K.O. the enm'd or lie K.O’d. With its recent 
track record, if  it gets back in the ring, it could be the end of a 
career of high.-, and lows.
W e e k  i n  R e v i e w
Thumbs up to the C-Store for playing Pink 
Floyd on Tuesday.
Thumbs down to the three hour campus
black-out Wednesday morning.
Thumbs up to the MSU staff for clearing 
all walkways and roads after 
last week’s snowstorm.
Thumbs down to an anonymous bus driver
who blasted Roxette’s “It 
Must Have Been Love” on a 
Monday morning shuttle.
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EDITOR’S COMMENTARY
Cold and Conflicted 
in Freeman Hall
Administration’s Handling of Crisis Unacceptable
Illegal Immigrants 
Treated Intolerably
Detainee Centers’ Conditions are in Question
An ongoing problem has plagued too 
many of the students here at Montclair State 
University, a problem that has received not 
nearly the fanfare that 
it deserves and certainly 
not nearly the help that 
it demands. Freeman 
Hall residents can tes­
tify on the nature of 
the issue: inadequate 
and, at times, nonexis­
tent heat in too many 
of its rooms. Two weeks 
ago, on Thursday, Feb. 
8, President Susan A. 
Cole, as well as a num­
ber of other high-ranking campus officials, 
met with concerned Freeman Hall residents 
to discuss the heating nightmare that has 
plagued the building since the outside tem­
perature began to fall.
Thirty-one heat-related work orders have 
been filed this academic year as of Jan. 
25, a number which is well on its way to 
approaching the 64 work orders filed last 
winter. Numbers like these don’t  represent 
a common problem; they’re indicative of an 
epidemic.
At the open forum, students without con­
sistent heat were flatly denied the possibility 
of receiving a full or partial refund from their 
housing fee. Apparently, the administration 
doesn’t  feel that this issue is significant 
enough to w arrant a reduced fee, despite the 
fact that Student Government Association 
legislator Jon Preciado, having contacted 
the Montclair Board of Health, revealed 
that the minimal allowed temperature in a 
living space is 68 degrees during the day, 60 
degrees at night.
How cold is it to live in a room without 
heat during one of the most frigid Februarys 
on record? According to one Freeman resi­
dent, speaking on the condition of anonym­
ity, he said, “You definitely have to wear 
a sweatshirt or jacket. My fingers would 
freeze as I would type on the computer.” 
To combat this, the administration handed 
out space heaters to residents, despite the 
fact that these are contraband items for the 
average resident on the MSU campus. Most 
likely, they’re outlawed for the reason of car­
rying a fire risk, but students can use them if 
granted permission by the administration.
Residents have been offered a choice in 
response to the conditions: either move out 
into the Wellesley Inn located in Clifton or 
wait for an opening on campus to become 
available. Who are they kidding? If there 
were openings on campus, there wouldn’t  be 
a need for the off-campus hotel. Basically, 
they’re giving students the option of mov­
ing off campus where, it should be men­
tioned, MSU has discontinued shuttle ser­
vice between the school and the “on-campus” 
dorm. By the way, the cost of living in a 
Freeman double room is $2,846 (a double 
room in Clifton costs $3,750).
Besides, the administration has been des­
perate to rid themselves of the hotels since 
they began leasing them in 2004, thanks to 
the money-grubbing, bonehead decision to 
guarantee housing to all freshmen who apply 
to MSU by May 1. The logic in overbooking 
freshman is built on the philosophy that 
enough students typically decline to attend 
MSU (or live here) after being accepted, so 
the housing capacity can accommodate the 
remaining numbers.
This excuse may have held water three 
years ago, but now it is an indefensible error
on the part of the administration that keeps 
MSU shoveling money into the Wellesley 
Inn coffers. (As recently as the fall semester, 
Ferrin stated that the university would no 
longer guarantee housing to freshmen who 
apply by May 1.)
The heating system in Freeman Hall is 
antiquated and does not meet reasonable 
living conditions. Blanton Hall, one of the 
more desirable places to live on campus, was 
outfitted with PVC piping back when it was 
built in 1982; the piping has gotten so faulty 
that the administration has concluded that 
the entire system needs to be ripped up and 
replaced with dependable copper pipes. The 
Village, which opened its doors only four 
years ago, is besieged by vandalism and graf­
fiti, while surveillance cameras continue to 
be nonexistent in the buildings.
Finally, this semester has been marked 
by semi-regular blackouts; it was quite a 
sight to see Tuesday evening when all of the 
main campus was powerless for nearly three 
hours. The infrastructure of this campus 
appears to be crumbling, yet students can 
walk behind Blanton Hall and see MSU’s re­
creation of the city of Dresden after the Allied 
bombings in the form of the new Recreation 
Center, which is currently projected to open 
a full year behind schedule.
Meanwhile, business over at the $2.5 mil­
lion Café Diem is booming, and the John J. 
Cali music building has been slated to open 
in the fall of 2008 (expected bidding price: 
between $20 and $23 million, not to mention 
the $811,000 construction contract agree­
ment).
And for the unfortunate student forced to 
five in a building built during the Kennedy 
administration, the SGA continues to sit on 
its hands and shy away from any confronta­
tion with the administration. For too many 
of the student representatives, a friendly, 
safe relationship with the MSU majesty is 
more important than the protection of doz­
ens of their constituents’ concerns. What, 
exactly, is the purpose of having a “Students 
for Students” body that refuses to make 
demands to the administration and sees 
their part as passing “endorsements” for 
change the fulfillment of their obligations?
That the MSU administration continues 
to dodge accountability to their students is 
absolutely disgraceful, and raises the ques­
tion of where the concerns (or sense of fair­
ness) of the MSU brass he. In addition to a 
w ritten apology from the administration to 
every affected Freeman student, a rebate 
of a sizeable amount should be distributed 
to students who have been going to sleep at 
night beneath the civilized standard. Why 
should they have to pay the same amount, 
of other residents on campus, comfortable 
in their Bohn/Blanton/Webster/Stone bed­
rooms while they bundle up and shiver on a 
regular basis?
The pipes of Freeman are to be renovated 
over the summer, when it will be warm and 
sunny outside, and the halls and rooms of 
the facility will be bereft of any students. As 
for the status quo, there is some good news: 
Punxsautoney Phil, the famous groundhog, 
did not see his shadow on Feb. 2. According 
to legend, this indicates that it will be an 
early spring, which is good news for both 
the residents and the administration, since 
one thing is painfully obvious: only Mother 
Nature seems to offer a solution for the woes 
of the Freeman resident.
Karl de Vries, an English major, is in his first 
year as Editor-in-Chief o f The Montclarion.
On Jan. 4,.. 2007, the inauguration of 
the 110th Congress (democratic majority) 
signified what many hoped to be the begin­
ning of a promising 
time for a progressive 
re-evaluation of cur­
rent American policy. 
Partisan issues like 
federally funded stem 
cell research and 
lower interest rates on 
federally subsidized 
loans, even with the 
Republican president’s 
vetoes, may pass into 
law, a democratic 
melody resonating. On the other hand, the 
immigration bills presented before this new 
Congress may not enjoy the same unchal­
lenged success.
As the new Speaker of the House, Nancy 
Pelosi and other minority caucus leaders 
promised the enactment of the bipartisan 
Development and Relief and Education for 
Minors (DREAM) act legislation. Many 
other members of Congress hold the senti­
ments epitomized by some legislators in the 
80th Texas State Legislature who are push­
ing harsh legislation, (led by conservative 
Representative Leo Berman, R-Tyler) ta r­
geting illegal workers and their US.-citizen 
children.
Currently, most illegal immigrants await­
ing deportation (or hearings) are detained at 
two basic types of Immigration and Customs 
Enforcement (ICE) facilities: large tent camps 
or jails (ICE rents the beds). Previously, the 
undocumented were taken in by authorities 
and then released within the U.S. borders to 
await a deportation hearing (for which most 
never returned). With a record 26,500 illegal 
immigrant detainees across the country, on 
paper, the new retention program looks good 
to a results-oriented public.
As a long-term plan, the program seems 
near impossible to sustain for three main 
reasons. First, jails and “tent cities,” due to 
economic and spatial restraints, are expe­
riencing the inability to detain any more 
people.
Second, the technology and systematic 
processing of the detained people await­
ing deportation is slow and inadequate. 
Detainees are manually tracked and trans­
ferred by six officers in ICE. The officers use 
technology from 1984 to track the national 
system and facilities population. Third, and. 
most importantly, concurrent to concerns 
regarding the detention program’s limited 
space, technology and cost, the program has 
received widespread criticism because of the 
deprivation of basic human rights.
The treatment and living conditions of 
the detained are unacceptable and have been 
cited by human rights organizations to be 
beyond deplorable. They claim the facilities 
unconstitutionally pose health risks to their 
occupants. The tent detention structures are 
built on cement slabs within a barbed wire 
cage. The tents have no windows, and the 
lights are on 24 hours a day. Each tent is 
divided into four pods by gender. There is no 
privacy in the bathroom, showers or toilets.
Utensils are limited, and some people 
must eat with their hands. Some facilities 
were found to have vermin, unclean water, 
exposed poultry and other health risks. The 
health and sanitary conditions in the prisons 
are just as horrible, and include the element 
of a criminal environment.
While federal guidelines state that 
detainees have access to a phone, library 
and phone numbers for legal assistance, 
the investigations reveal substandard living
conditions and little evidence of adherence to 
any federal guidelines. Transported across 
the country to holding sites, those in custody 
are separated from their families. Dependent 
on a judge’s decision to allow teleconference, 
this isolation essentially removes detainees 
from their ability to access support or a legal 
counsel.
It is of note that in the case of Zadvydas 
v. Davis (2001), the Supreme Court found 
that non-citizens have a temporary right to 
due process, and the indefinite detainment 
of individuals awaiting deportment is not 
permissible. The issue of illegal non-citizens’ 
right to due process and equal protection is 
controversial and unclear.
Several organizations have already begun 
campaigns to stimulate public and political 
recognition to address the current treat­
ment of the undocumented at the detention 
facilities within our borders. The American 
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) is advocating 
for better living conditions. The National 
Lawyers Guild (with five other sim ilar 
groups) have united to ask the Department 
of Homeland Security (DHS) “to set binding 
regulations for detentions sites.” A campaign 
launched by the New Jersey Civil Rights 
Defense Committee is challenging ICE’s use 
of county jails as detention facilities for ille­
gal immigrants.
Former Immigration and Naturalization 
Service (INS) general counsel David A. 
M artin has proposed a plan to concentrate 
facilities in a limited number of cities as a 
guarantee for the presence of lawyers and 
facility oversight. However, the protection of 
human rights may not be a desired result for 
every party involved.
Authorities say they hope the detention 
centers will act as a deterrent. The current 
boom in the deportation numbers is Teared 
by the DHS to become obsolete without 
Congress approval of the President’s plans. 
The question becomes whether the public 
will react to the media coverage regarding 
the violation of human rights in the detain­
ment facilities or DHS'statistical reports.
Getting numerical results to “prove” a 
decrease of undocumented persons residing 
in the United States could gain the public’s 
support of the policy, regardless of the steps 
taken to reach those numbers. The U.S. has 
already embarked on campaigns to build 
prisons to account for a projected 32,000 
detainees this summer (2007).
This campaign receives support from 
those United States citizens and legal resi­
dents who hold the opinion that the current 
detention conditions for illegal immigrants is 
neither completely unsuitable nor malicious. 
The basis of their opinion rests on the idea 
that entering illegally is a crime, and crimi­
nals belong in jail.
However the policy of detaining and try­
ing illegal immigrants manifests, how our 
country decides to standardize the treatment 
of illegal immigrants detained by ICE, may 
severely affect the feelings of security and 
national identity in the legal immigrant 
population of the United States.
As we saw as a result of the Illegal 
Im m igrant Reform and Im m igrant 
Responsibility Act of 1996 (IIRIRA), the 
instability and second-class citizenship per­
ceived by many legal permanent residents 
(LPRs) in anti-immigration legislation and 
treatment further hyphenates their national 
identity and impedes the “Americanizing” 
assimilation of legal residents.
Kathryn Hughes, a political science major, is in 
her firs t year as a columnist for The Montclarion.
KARL 
DE VRIES 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
KATHRYN
HUGHES
COLUMNIST
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The 2008 Mock Presidential Elections
Isn’t it sad that the 2008 Presidential 
election is shaping up to be more of a high 
school homecoming king and queen pageant 
than an actual battle of 
polished professionals 
with a long-term goal for 
their fellow Americans? 
But at this point, who 
cares? As Americans, 
we love our celebrities, 
and you have to admit, 
having a woman, an 
African-American, an 
Italian-American and 
a Vietnam veteran all 
run for President at the 
same time is two clicks away from an exclu­
sive deal with VH1.
It is history in the making; it is Us 
Weekly in the making and it is extremely 
captivating. Hey, boys and girls, politics is 
becoming cool again for the first time since 
JFK tag-teamed Marilyn Monroe with his 
brother. High five, Bobby! Way to go, Jack!
Besides the death of Anna Nicole Smith, 
this upcoming election, though less than 21 
months away, has been all over the major 
news stations, including CNN, Fox News and 
Comedy Central.
Quoting the late Oscar Wilde, “The sus­
pense is terrible and I hope it will last.” It is 
so terrible that I took the four major candi­
dates running for President, two from each 
party, and created a Mock 2008 Presidential 
Election based on our current electoral col­
lege.
I factored in voting records from the 
2000 and 2004 Presidential elections as 
well as the recent midterm elections of last 
November. Age, race, policy and gender are 
also key sociological channels. What I came 
up with was nothing short of a landslide, and 
is strictly my interpretation of what will hap­
pen in November of 2008. And the nominees 
are:
Rudy Giuliani (334) vs. Hilary Clinton (204)
The most probable race as of now is noth­
ing short of controversial. Clinton is almost 
a Republican in Democrat clothing, and she 
has a large bank account to prove it. Her 
campaign funds have exceeded more than 
$39 million and her pro-war attitude in 2003 
could be a very tough skeleton in her closet to 
get rid of. Plus she is a woman, and besides 
overcoming a majority of the Deep South 
being Republican, she has to prove that she 
is not inferior to men, like some may believe. 
This, for we all know, is completely false, but 
looking at history, we haven’t  had a woman 
president in 221 years.
Speaking of skeletons in the closet, 
Rudolph Giuliani has a few. He had a mis­
tress for the better part of the ‘90s, which is 
something that could affect his moral fiber. 
Bringing out the ethnicity card again, he’s 
Italian, and we have yet to see an Italian- 
American President in the U.S.
With all this said, Giuliani is credited 
when he was a U.S. attorney for putting 
away mobsters from the five Italian mafia 
families in jail, and he cleaned up New York 
City with the rejuvenation of Times Square 
as the mayor. The biggest thing he has going 
for him is his legendary, appeal during his 
final months as mayor of New York City 
during 9/11. That is something that sits in 
the American public’s, hearts, being able to 
support an identifiable figure.
Predicted Vote: In November 2008, 
Giuliani would beat Hilary Clinton because 
of his ability to win the tri-state area’s sup­
port. New Jersey and New York are known 
blue states, though they have a good base 
of Republicans in thé area. With New York 
and New Jersey sharing 46 electoral votes 
between the two of them, that could be the 
difference between a close race and a run­
away victory for Giuliani.
Barack Obama (321) vs. John McCain (217)
Barack Obama is nothing short of a 
rock star for the Democrats. He is youthful,
untainted and has thé support of one of the 
most powerful media moguls in the world: 
Oprah Winfrey. Obama is inexperienced and 
has only been a U.S. senator for two years, 
but his view as an outsider can be what 
this country needs. Think Jimmy Carter 
becoming President after the messy terms 
of Richard M. Nixon and Gerald Ford. He’s a 
pragmatist, and his working class roots rings 
true to all Americans no m atter what color, 
considering the gap'between the very rich 
and very poor has widened extremely in the 
last eight years.
As for McCain, he has the most experi­
ence out of the other three candidates, but 
his problem is his “if you can’t  beat ‘em, join 
‘em” attitude, which has cost him his integ­
rity as a U.S. senator. In 2000 during his run 
for President, he lost a South Carolina pri­
mary because he bad-mouthéd religious guru 
Jerry Falwell. This screw-up cost McCain 
the Republican ticket and ultimately led 
to the rise of George W. Bush. Since this, 
McCain has gone from one of the top liberal 
Republicans to one of the most conservative 
ones.
He has supported George W. Bush’s 
efforts oh the war in Iraq, which can be 
another thorn in his side, and since then has 
patched up his tiff with Jerry Falwell to sus­
tain a possible Southern vote in the future. 
If McCain becomes President, he will be the 
oldest ever voted into office. By ‘08 he will be 
72, three years older than Ronald Reagan 
when he took the same position in 1981.
McCain has shown some leadership skills 
in opposing the prisoner-of-war abuse, some­
thing he suffered in a Vietnam POW camp 
where he was beaten every week for five and 
a half years straight. Mr. McCain is also 
against abortion and gay marriage. If you 
are in your 20s and a registered voter, you 
should seriously consider these two points 
exclusively.
Predicted Vote: McCain will pick up the 
Southern vote, but his support of the Iraq
War could cost him valuable states that in 
2006 midterm elections have changed their 
démographie against the war. These states 
include North Carolina, Tennessee, Ohio and 
Illinois (which is where Obama is Senator.) 
All four states combined have a total of 
57 electoral college votes, and I am being 
very optimistic that North Carolina and 
Tennessee will put away their Confederate 
flags and KKK cloths and vote for Obama.
Hilary Clinton (301) vs. John McCain (237) 
Predicted Vote: With McCain on the 
Republican ticket, Clinton can reclaim states 
like New Jersey, New York and Connecticut, 
which constitutes 53 electoral votes, some­
thing she wouldn’t have been able to do if 
Giuliani won the opposing ticket. An added 
bonus would be Hilary taking Bill’s home 
state of Arkansas. California, which has 55 
electoral votes (the most in the union) will 
obviously go to Clinton, too. The reason? Well, 
with a high Asian population, most would not 
even think about voting for McCain for his 
racial slur, calling his Vietnamese captors 
“gooks.”
Barack Obama (288) vs. Rudy Giuliani (250) 
Predicted Vote: In one of the closest races 
I polled, this one is a toss-up. Obama can 
win the Presidency against Giuliani if he 
takes Colorado, Iowa, Ohio, Michigan and 
West Virginia, which total 58 electoral votes. 
Again, in this situation, Obama also must 
win North Carolina and Tennessee, which I 
mentioned before, is a tall order. This is the 
only election match-up that I am uncertain 
of, and can possibly be a closer Presidential 
election than Gore and Bush in 2000.
Speaking of Gore, wouldn’t  it be awe­
some if he ran again? The guy’s up for an 
Oscar, and if  you’ve watched An Inconvenient 
Truth, you already know he’s got the moxy 
and composure of a great leader.
Tom Shields, a history major, is in his first year 
as Opinion Editor for The Montclariori;
TOM 
SHIELDS 
OPINION EDITOR
2008 Mock Presidential Election
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Dear Editor,
As an alum of MSU and former SGA President 
(2002-2003) I enjoy reading up on the current 
events in The Montclarion as much now as I had 
during my active tenure. I read aoout SGA events 
and often relate them to experiences I had dur­
ing my four SGA years, and often times, I can 
empathize with those events. This time, however,
I have no basis of comparison.
Believe it or not, there once was a time when 
the SGA and The Montclarion peacefully existed 
in the role of parent organization to Class One. 
It was never easy — this relationship isn’t  sup­
posed to be easy or sometimes even make sense. 
But when the school paper and the SGA are on 
the same page, at least most of the time, it is the 
students who benefit. For this to happen, however, 
rules must be adhered to.
1. The SGA executive board has to work as a 
team. M aria Soares going behind the team’s back 
does not qualify. Angelo Lilia responded properly, 
but the damage was done.
2. The SGA (executive board especially) must 
understand that criticism will come and not take 
it personally. Nobody is perfect.
3. The newspaper must take into account the 
fact that most student leaders are inherently 
good-intentioned, well-mannered and concerned 
student leaders who do not participate in SGA as 
a job, but as a chance to give back.
4. The SGA must put its position of power in 
accordance with the paper aside in all dealings. It 
is in The Montclarion’s charter to report, editori­
alize and act as “watchdog” of the SGA.
5. Above all, everyone must know how to com­
municate and act as a team  of student leaders. 
The us vs. them mentality doesn’t  work at all. Not 
with the adm inistration, not w ith the students, 
not with each other. SGA and The Montclarion 
both want the same thing — to serve the students 
of MSU. And maybe more parking.
Chris W. Fitzpatrick 
Alumnus
SGA President 2002-2003 
Dear Editor,
This week, as I tore into the freshly printed 
edition of The Montclarion, I was certain that 
among the continuing saga of the “life of M aria 
Soares and the SGA,” I would find an article hon­
oring those who contributed to American history, 
and who are descendants of the great continent of 
Africa. This only seemed natural to me, being that 
this is black history month.
To my surprise, as I searched desperately 
through the pages, I found only six pictures of peo­
ple of African descent. Two of them were in the 
sports section, and the other four were beneath 
the heading “Celebrating Black History Month.” 
There was only a picture, a name and a non-cred- 
itable reference (Wikipedia) for each picture. So 
I ask you dear editor, why? In the brief blurb you 
chose to dedicate to black history month, the title 
began with the word “celebrating.”
So why is it that the celebration was limited 
to four pictures? Is that all the space you could 
provide for your so-called celebration? Maybe all 
of the articles that were dedicated to the soap 
opera that has become our student government 
monopolized the pages that could have been used 
to educate readers on a history that is severely 
neglected.
I also wonder how you came about choosing the 
pictures that made this exclusive cut. Did you dis­
cuss them with a history professor or an African- 
American studies major? Did m e of your history 
professors recommend that Tupac Shakur should 
make the black history list? Furtherm ore, as if  it
was wasn’t  already insulting that your celebration 
would be limited to a mere four photographs, this 
insult was just a little more painful when I noticed 
that one was on an individual who had little con­
tribution to the great history of a people.
Wouldn’t it have been more appropriate to 
display a picture of Vivien T. Thomas, a key 
player in pioneering thè anatomisis of the sub­
clavian artery to the pulmonary artery, or John 
Standard, the black man that invented the refrig­
erator, that keeps those N atural Ice drinks (that 
you so eagerly reported M aria Soares to be a fan 
of) cool? But I guess a gangster rapper is your 
idea of a key player in the history of black people'.
So I say all this to say: please don’t  turn  this 
paper into one big cheesy gossip column. The last 
time I checked, this was an institution of higher 
education. Give us something that will appeal to 
those who desire to learn something other then 
who the SGA is terrorizing this week.
P.S. While I have your attention, I speak for 
myself and (I’m sure countless others) when I 
say that your coverage of the discontinuation of 
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship from the SGA ’ 
was horrific. Please try  to display some level 
of journalistic integrity and keep opinions and 
biases out of articles that are supposed to be a 
report of the facts.
Domonique Hargrove 
Senior
History Education 
Dear Editor,
Kudos to Laura Marchini for her column, “We 
are an Apathetic Generation of Stupid Sheep” 
(Feb. 8). While I might not go as far as saying 
“stupid,” I would agree that our society is in  trou­
ble when students in my journalism classes aren’t 
sure of the difference between the U.S. Senate 
and the House of Representatives, and can’t  tell 
Iraq from Iran.
For that reason, much to my students’ chagrin, I 
fear, I’ve instituted weekly current events quizzes. 
Ms. Marchini is so on the mark when she urges 
students to “take a minute and read a newspaper.” 
If they would, they might see the links between 
our spending $5 billion (that’s with a “B”) a month 
on an indefensible war in Iraq, the fact that the 
state of New Jersey was forced to close down dur­
ing the summer, classes at MSU (and elsewhere) 
are being slashed or merged, independent studies 
have been abolished and tuition probably will 
continue to rise at the maximum allowed of 8 
percent annually.
Ms. M archini, however, erred in her journalistic 
research into what she mistakenly called “a poem 
w ritten during the Holocaust,” and which she 
inaccurately quoted, when the correct text was no 
further than her Internet. W hat she meant was 
this: “F irst they came for the Communists and I 
did not speak out because I was not a Communist. 
Then they came for the Socialists and I did not 
speak out because I was not a Socialist. Then they 
came for the trade unionists and I did not speak 
out because I was not a trade unionist.
“Then they came for the Jews and I did not 
speak out because I was not a Jew. Then they 
came for the Catholics and I did not speak out 
because I was not a Catholic. Then they came for 
me — and there was no one left to speak out for 
me.”
This insightful prose was from Pastor M artin 
Niemoller, one of the founders in  1934 of what 
eventually became the Confessing Church, which 
opposed the Germans’ support of H itler and 
the Nazis. Niemoller spent about eight years in 
concentration camps for his courage, but unlike 
6 million Jews, he survived. In October 1945, he 
issued the “S tuttgart Confession of Guilt,” which
said th a t the German people did bear collective 
guilt for acquiescing in and even abetting the 
Holocaust.
Finally, a good conclusion to Ms. Marehini’s 
column might have been 18th century Irish phi­
losopher Edmund Burke’s observation: “All that 
is necessary for the triumph of evil is that good 
men do nothing.”
Congratulations to Ms. Marchini and to the vol­
unteer, unpaid staff of The Monclarion for trying 
their mightiest to change that.
Prof. Ron Hollander 
English/Joumalism
Dear Editor,
Tagree with Laura Marchini. If there is one 
thing that our society lacks, apathy is certainly 
one of them.
Whether it is the cause behind our corrupt 
government, I am unsure. But I can definitely say 
it acts as the enabler by tolerating the government 
to do as they please.
And what excuse do we have for not speaking 
out against our government?
Ignorance perhaps?
Well, if ignorance is your excuse, then I would 
say it is a terrible and poor excuse. If you don’t 
know what is going on in the world today, then you 
need to pick up a newspaper and get in your head 
in the game (Like Laura suggested).
I used to be one of those ignorant people. I 
had no clue what was going on in the world, and 
frankly, not caring at all. I was so preoccupied 
with myself and felt that I did not have time to 
acknowledge what was going on in the world.
It wasn’t  until recently that I discovered there 
is an actual world outside of the nice little town I 
live in. And let me tell you, it’s not pretty at all. 
There is injustice and corruption everywhere you 
look. Turning your head and pretending as if its 
not there would be the easy thing to do, but it is 
the right thing to do?
Now that I am more aware of what is going 
on in the world today, I’ve noticed that my friends 
refer to me as the “politician.” But politics has 
never really been of interest to me.
I am, however, interested in knowing when 
our government will step in to save the people of 
Darfur. I am interested in knowing what plan our 
President has for our troops in Iraq. I am inter­
ested in knowing where my tax dollars go and 
would like to graduate from college without being 
stuck in severe debt. I am interested in one day 
being able to afford health insurance for myself 
and future family. And I am deeply concerned 
with the affects of global warming, which are not 
only going to effect me, but every human being on 
this planet.
Laura is absolutely right. We should bother 
our Congressmen with letters and phone calls. 
I often call our Congressmen and w rite e-mails 
when I am bothered with the decisions they have 
made. I often wonder how much of an effect my 
letter or phone call will have on them, and will it 
even be acknowledged?
Nevertheless, I still continue to do it, because 
even if it does not do much, I can still say, “I did 
something about it.” For me, it’s better than doing 
nothing at all.
I know that I can’t  wait around and depend 
on others (especially our “leaders”) to handle 
and take care of the many problems society faces 
today. And nethier can you.
A wise man once said, “We are the leaders we 
have been waiting for.”
Johna Mailolli 
Junior
' Nutrition and Food Science
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Q u e s t i o n  o f  
T h e  W e e k
"Can you nam e the  U .S. 
S ecretary  o f  D efense, 
Secretary  o f  the  State  
and a Mew  Jersey  
Senator?  A n y  guesses  
w ill d o ”
BRITTANY
Year: Freshman
Music Education
||so b e rt Gates, is 
the Secretary of 
Defense. Condo-
leezza Rice its the Secretary of the State 
and Fk’SBikiJiMtaift&f k  one of our
**¥'-.* H H I  HHHHHI
LAUREN 
DELLOSSO
Major.
“ChjrUÜL Secre­
tary of Defense is 
Robert Gates and |  
our Secretary of the State is Condoleezza 
R ire Pi .ink Lautenberg is a New Jersey 
Senator." I S B B B H H
KRISTOF
s p e n t i ^
Year: Senior M  
Major: I
Psychology
¡¡pobert (rates 
»  Ottr Secretary 
of Defense. Our I  
Secretan* of State is CondotedjfpRice, 
Robert Menendez is one of our senators.*
CALVIN i 
D O R IELA N
Year. Junior 
Major: Biology
“The current U, S.
Secretary of the 
Stale is Condo- 
feezza Rice. The I  
others, I have no idea. I'm a bio major!”
DAPHNE
JEAN-
BAPTISTE
Year: Junior 
Major:
Women Studies
I \"A i
1“Our current SccJ relary of State 
is Condoleezza Rice. Our Secretary of 
Defense is umm. Colin Powell? Hilary 
Clinton is a senator from New York."
SOHAIL
CHAUDHRY
Year: Junior 
Major: Biology
tary  is Robert
Secretary is Con- ,
dolezzaRke and one New Jersey senator
is  Jon Corrine." - .’ • 1
Question o f the Week opinions are news 1
expressed by (he students o f Montclair State 
University, and are not necessarily the views
www.themontclarion.org
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An eye doctor can see things you can't.
O ne in three adults over 40  has a vision problem —  and many 
don’t even know it. That’s because many vision problems have no 
warning signs. A n eye doctor can identify serious vision and 
health conditions before you can. For the latest in form ation  
on v ision  health , v isit checkyearly .co m . A  public service 
message from the V ision C ouncil o f  America and AARR
(3(: AARP
Check Yearly.
See Clearly«
www.checlcyearly.com
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Crossword
ACRO SS  
1 Get lost!
5 Ger. automobile 
8 Mental 
confidence
14 Soft mineral
15 Wish otherwise
16 Drug addict
17 Stepped down
18 Devotee
20 Kim of “Vertigo"
22 Exchange
23 Mas’ mates
24 Night before
25 Most inactive 
27 Mohammed’s
tomb location
30 Long time
31 Tanguayand 
Gabor
35 Vice President 
under Jefferson
37 10 sawbucks
38 New World nat.
39 Casual 
affirmative
40 Neighbor of 
Mont.
42 Pro’s foe
43 Ledger entries 
45 Athlete’s wrist
wrap
48 “Lohengrin” 
lady
4 9  ________Na Na
50 Ball lasses
51 Best score ever
54 Mythical bird
55 Altar vow
58 Hit the tub
59 “T h e__of
Kilimanjaro”
62 ATMs and 
vending 
machines
65 Sketched
66 Maintain
67 Lawyers’ grp.
68 Inspiration
69 Ramshackle 
shack
70 Coloring agent
71 “Baseball 
Tonight” stn.
DOWN
1 Getz or Kenton
2 Circle of light
3 Green army 
uniforms
1 2 3 4
1
5
6 ;
1
8
9 10* 11 12 13
14
15 1617
1
1.9
20
21
1
22 23
24 i 2627 28 29 ■ 30 ■ -, 32 33 3435 36 ■ 3738 ■ I ■ 40 41 ■ 4243 44 ■ 46
,47
48 ■ 49 ■ 5051 52 : 53
1
54
55 56 57 58 59 60 61
62 63 64
1
65
66
1
I 6869
70 1
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4 Mexican poet 
Paz
5 Lingerie item
6 Civvies
7 Stranger
8 First
9 Melancholy 
woodwinds
10 Operate
11 Quickly, shortly
12 Clytemnestra’s 
mother
13 Aphrodite’s boy
19 Dieter’s unit
21 G and Chesney
26 X on a sundial
27 Bea Arthur 
sitcom
28 Artist’s stand
29 Lincoln or Fortas
32 Singer’s 
instrument?
33 Observe Yom 
Kippur
34 Transmits
36 Results
37' Provides the 
food for
41 Smidge
Solutions
N d s 3 9 A a
1
a 1 N V H S
V 3 a 1 V 9 V * t í 3 s s V
M 3 u a S t í 3 s N 3 d s 1 a
S M o N s 3 H 1 V 9 o a 1
0 o t í a tí o 0 3 tí
s 3 1 1 3 a V H s V s i 3
a N V 9 ± V 3 M S
3.
s J. 9 3 a
N o 0 V a 1 d A V S n
3 1 o N O tí t í n 9 N o tí V V
s V A 3 N O 3 V N 1 a 3 l/M
1 s 3 1 a i 3 A 3
S V d 3 a V tí i * V A o N
o a V N o i 0 i d V 1 1 1 V
y 3 s n a V
1
3 n tí 0 1 V 1
3 1 V y o IAJ M l/M 9 o ó R s
44 Roofer’s gunk
46 Torpedo tip
47 Dagwood’s love 
49 Meager
52 Critic Roger
53 Kentucky race 
55 McKinley and
Cantor
56 Menu item
57 Greek peak
60 Shed tears
61 “__Lake”
63 Functional quill
64 Manuscript 
end.
Nobody dreams 
of having 
multiple sclerosis
NATIONAL
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS 
SOCIETY
nationalsissociety.org
Though the comic section is a place to relax 
and have a little fun, we would like to remind 
you of those who cannot laugh with us. 
Comics, crosswords and horoscopes are 
supplied by MCTCampus.com
Sudoku
7 I 1 6 8i 2 8
¡3 1
I 5 2
t 4 8 3
I 8i 7.... I 6 9
■ 2 6iI 1 9 3 5
©2005 KrazyDad.com
Fill tn the Wank squares so that each row, each column and each 
3-by-3 block contain ati of the digits 1 thru 9.
C a p r ic o rn  ßt
iHiti'nirwr 21 Januaiy 19)
1 aiuify budget? and long-tern financi ti plans 
are th s week easily derailed by new purchas 
es After Monday property contracts or inri'i- 
investments are promising but may trigger 
ongoing- tensions. Settle all outstanding debt 
and finalize legal requirements.
fh  A q u a r iu s  ^
i.l liniary 20’8february 17)
moody tint- week. Respond honestly lo -uiuden 
criticism® nr minor w ui! comment® Lived 
one® and work mates need in onderst-au d yo j r  
emotional limits. No serious consequence® 
are likely ®n no: to worry Do, howeicr, firmly 
defend your opinion® and accou p shmenl®
¡February 18 -  March 10»
News from distent relatives, forgotten friends 
or old lovers may now arrive without warning 
For many Pisceans, yesterday’s unfinished 
relationships will soon demand completion 
Areas affected may bt lingering regrets or 
deep feelings of abandonment.
A r ie s  îHê
(March 26 -  April 19
Cancelled social plans and missed deadlines 
are now annoying. Someone close may ia M  
extra time to resolve conflicting obligations 
Remain patient and expect reliable promises 
by early next week. Stay open to new things.
M  T a u r u s  ^
(April 20 -  May 20) ■
Quick romantic at» 1 •,< I ions aie < apt vat tag Ih is 
week but unpredictable. Stay dedicated to long­
term relationships and established social eth­
ics, Loved once will consider all breaches of 
trust irreversible. The emotional consequences 
M riirii.1i.iin- hohuviur are iu»,h C.riMilh con 
-i n i .i I opt lull' .ind ■ i:u o n i i V- k  It r verified 
facts; new financial information could turn  up.
■M G e m in i 0
¡May 21 -  June 20)
l/'v id  oi.p® will ths® week .ip>T.lv roninei.' 
for your social loyalty. After Monday expect 
rccenilv alien I fm-nd? or inrnnr.ur partners 
ti voice. pa-.ier.ati i'ji noil® i,i)iiivi uni.» your 
daily schedule nr I’lruitun.il pinmtie-
m C a n c e r  'M
{June 21 -  July 21}
Romantic partners are now privately motiv ited 
to move relationships forward or establish 
permanent inane arrangements Listen to yom 
own inner voice and ask for more time Serious 
emotional consequences will require careful 
thought. Workplace priorities will soon change
L e o  i f
(July 22 -August 21}
New employment routines may this week cre­
ate workable partnerships. Unr< alistic expect a 
lions or poor instructions will no longer strain 
team dynamics Allow all recent disputes or 
social triangles to fade and expert colleagues 
or officials to respond positively. H
V ir g o
tAugust 22 -  beptember 21)
Revised habits are this weeb needed to ensure 
coni nutrie trust between ioved ones fJay -pr 
cial attentom 1« daily .■umnilments lime 
A'h'-dul* s or q j Lkly chi in gii; groun pian». 
Clnv liiend? and Halite® vii] no longer 
a l i e n i  unpiedirtaiiic »urial ìrrangemonl* 
()!1cr eh. crini and re luibie promise?
suuoen
in the
tc Libra ^
.September2'1 - October 221 
Private power struggles between family num­
bers or f alderi social entiriinr.® will now rule 
Borne Librans, especially those bora between 
1976 and liWo, will a:®o '*xp.-iiw:c- a - dd.-u 
increase in romantic passion. Harmony 
home and group acceptance are vital.
«€ S c o r p io
(October 23 -  November 21) 
Financial restrictions, although unusually 
stressful, are temporary. Over the next few 
days, expect a close friend oi ri lative to press for 
new investments, large purchases or extended 
credit. All are attainable but delayed. Loved 
oivs rn-n be moody and impatient Ih ovule 
encouragement bat avoid business disputes.
m S a g it t a r iu s  m
November 22 December 20 >
Early this week, a close friend may ask for 
delicate romantic advice. Sensuality, physi­
cal response or longterm attraction may bo a 
an tra l iwiccrr. Advocate patence nrci open 
ciniiiri'injc itmu? This weehm.l, remain open to 
powerful insights or sudden flashes of wisdom.
www.themontclarion.org Ctegtëtefrg.
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Child Care Wanted
Do you have free time 2-3 days a week 
after school beginning Sept.?
I'm interested in finding someone to 
watch my 13-year daughter for ap­
prox. 3 hours (3-6p.m.) and assist her 
with homework. Flexible days. Some 
evenings, if available. If interested, 
call Kim Caswell at: (973) 571-7172
Montclair family with 2 kids (10&7) 
seeks fun babysitter - Friday and/or 
Saturday evenings and possible oc­
casional weekday afternoons. Flexible 
schedule fine. Please call Kate at:
(973) 865-7985
Caring, responsible person wanted to 
baby sit Upper Montclair 7-year-old; 
Monday - Friday 3:45-7:00; own car, 
good driving record and references; 
salary + gas $, (973) 746-3840
Seeking P.T. as needed energetic baby­
sitter for 17-mos-old b/g twins. Some 
Saturdays, Sundays and occasional 
Mondays. Please call Eileen: (646) 239- 
2481. 5 min. from Montclair State.
Models Needed
Professional Montclair artist is looking 
for females to model for life drawing 
sessions. $15 per hr.
(973) 509-2990 or 
d_callejoQcomcast.net.
Models. Natural women, 18 years of 
age and older, for Monday evening 
life drawing class. Nudity. No experi­
ence necessary. Pay. (973) 460-1037. 
ndsnntreQyahoo.com
Help Wanted
Sitters Wanted. Average $10 per 
hour. Baby-sitting, house-sitting and 
pet-sitting. Register free for jobs near 
campus or home and start earning 
extra cash now! 
www.student-sitters.com
HELP WANTED: Waiters/Waitresses. 
Westmount Country Club is seeking 
part-time weekend food servers, no 
experience necessary, will train. Earn 
up to $14.00 per hour. Apply in person, 
Tues., Thurs., or Friday, 11:30-6:00 -728 
Rifle Camp Road, West Paterson or call 
for an appointment: (973) 256-8868
Health club attendant needed part 
time (days, weekends) at Tone Fitness 
1091 Broad St., Bloomfield, N.J. near 
Watchung Ave. intersection. Please 
come in and fill out an application.
Health club. Upper Montclair, front 
desk help part-time 4:30 a.m. -10  p.m. 
Mon-Fri, 7:00 a.m. -  6 p.m. Sat & Sun. 
Fax resume or letter with specific 
times and days available.
973-233-0840 Attn: Tom
For Rent
One bedroom apartment for rent 
March 1st. Second floor of two fam­
ily hous on E. 4th Street off Lakev- 
iew Avenue in Clifton. $900/month 
plus utilities. No fee.
Call: (973) 472-5414
For information on placing your own 
ad, consult the second page or call 
Advertising Director Kevin Schwoe- 
bel at (973) 655-5237 or e-mail him 
at MontclarionadsQaol.com.
Can You Draw? 
Are You Funny?
Do you a t least look 
Funny?
Swing on Down to 
TheMontclarion 
and Share Your Ideas
Talk to AJ
Or
E-mail Him At: 
MsuProduction@Gmail.com
All Credit Will Be Given 
Where Credit is Due.
Eats flies. D ates a p ig. 
H o lly w o o d  star.
LIVE YOUR DREAMS
Pass I t  On.
THE FOUNDATION IM  A BETTER LIFE 
www.forbetterlife.org
NEED HELP W ITH TUITION COSTS?
APPLY NOW . . I fop Montclair State University Alumni Association Scholarships!
The Montclair State University Alumni Association (MSU A A) o ffe rs  scholarship 
opportunities to current, undergraduate students who will 
be entering either the ir sophomore or junior year in September 2007. A ll awards 
are given in the form of tuition waivers and will be applied to 2007/2008 academic 
year.
* MSUAA Scholarship Award recognizes student(s) who have maintained high 
academic standards while actively involved in University and community activities. A 
cumulative GPA of 3.25 is required.
* MSUAA Service Award recognizes student(s) who have achieved high levels of performance in service to the 
University and community, while maintaining strong academic proficiency.
* MSUAA Carpe Diem Award acknowledges undergraduate student(s) who have had to overcome d ifficu lt 
circumstances and adversity during the pursuit of their academic goals.
* MSUAA Non-Traditional/Part-time Scholarship recognizes Part-time student(s) who have maintained high 
academic standards while actively involved in University and community activities. A cumulative GPA of 3.25 is 
required.
Deadline for all of the above mentioned applications is Friday, March 2, 2007
Applications are available on line at: http://www.rnontclair.edu/paqes/Alumm7ScholarshipsAwards.shtml
Completed applications must be delivered to:
MSU Alumni Association, Alumni House, 34 Normal Avenue, Montclair, N J  07043 
(Directly across the street from the football field)
The MSUAA supports the A ff  irmative Action/Equal Opportunity policy of the University.
These awards are made to students based on merit, regardless of race, creed, sex, or notional origin.
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Priority Web (WESS) Registration for MSU Students April 9-18*
Additional WESS Registration for All Eligible Students, including Visiting Students 
April 19* through the first day of the course
Summer Sessions Office
College Hall, Room 215
Voice: 973-655-4352
Fax: 973-655-7851
E-Mail: summer@montclair.edu
Web: www.montclair.edu/summer
' The University reserves the right to modify its calendar and availability of the web registration system 
without prior notice.
MONTCLAIR 
*T | STATE
UNIVERSITY
Schedule of Courses is available on the web. 
Link to schedule through: 
www.montclair.edu/summer
www.thémontclarion.org
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Wh^it b u s t le s  M y
This Week, Mike Johnson Discusses the Extravagant Price
M ike Johnson
Assistant Sports Editor I m sure the good people at the museum
and learning center aren’t having a hard 
I’m one of those people who really enjoys time filling the seats though, seeing that 
meeting celebrities. Not just any kind of there are plenty of people in Montclair and 
celebrities, blit sports icons. I can’t  really its surrounding towns who can afford to pay 
boast too much about all the people I’ve met, the price tag of $300 for a night with the 
but I have met Jerry Izenberg and Harvey stars, but like I said, are there any college 
Araton, two famous sports writers, and I also students who could afford that? . 
met Phil Simms and Yogi Berra. It may not Even better, are there any college stu- 
be the greatest list ever, but it’ll suffice. dents who, if they did have the money, would
So, when I saw that there was going spend it on a three-hour tour of the museum 
to be an event at Yogi Berra Museum and even if they had money left over to go on 
Learning Center on Friday, Feb. 23 starring spring break? I didn’t  think so.
Yankees legends Don Larsen and Yogi Berra, My suggestion would be to lower the price
I thought this could be another notch on my of admission and let more people in to make 
belt, but to my despair, my belt will remain up for the lowered price. If it’s a seating issue 
notchless. you have, may I suggest taking it outside? As
The cost of the admission to this shindig cold as it may be, I would pack on a few layers 
is set at $300, but it gets worse. It’s also sold of clothing just to get a chance to shake the 
out. Call me crazy, but the thought of any hands of two of the greatest living Yankee 
college student paying $300 to go anywhere legends today.
besides spring break is out of the ordinary. I’ve been to the museum and le a r n in g
The event will consist of a “ballpark din- center a few times before, where I met such 
ner and rare viewing of Don Larsen’s perfect sports icons as misters Araton, Izenberg and 
game in the 1956 World Series, followed by Berra, and I didn’t  have to open my wallet for 
discussion with Larsen and Yogi Berra.” anyone. Why would it be any different this
I could understand that maybe the target time? 
audience for this event may be a 35-and-older I understand the proceeds from this event 
type of event, but then I ask, why hold it on go to the Don Larsen Foundation and The 
a college campus? A pricy event such as this Yogi Berra Museum and Learning Center, 
usually takes place in ... oh, I don’t  know, but what about the greatest charity of all?
Yankee Stadium? Why would I, or anyone, What about “The Poor College Students Who 
for that matter, pay $300 to watch a 51- Just Want a Little Excitement in Their Lives 
year-old baseball game anyway? Isn’t  it the Foundation?”
atmosphere we would all be after anyway? Normally, a spot woiild have been reserved
The thought of eating dinner and conversing in The Montclarion for the coverage of thin 
with Berra and Larsen gets me more excited event had we been granted press access, but 
than watching a  fuzzy black-and-white ball I guess that’s just the way things g0 some- 
game on a 15-foot screen, but hey, that’s just times.
my opinion. And that’s what rustles my feathers.
F e a th e rs
of Meeting Sports Superstars
Jessica Sproviero I The M ontclarion
-------:
Hi, I’m Bobby, or as they call me around The 
Montclarion, “Coachese.” I ’m the Sports Editor 
of the paper, and I lead a super team of writers, 
photographers and sports enthusiasts each 
week to bring you the most up-to-date and 
exciting Sports Section in the entire spectrum of 
NJ Collegiate Media. And I want YOU to join 
my team, as we approach our final drive toward 
the end of the publishing season. Together, we 
can put a big check in the “win” column.
¡f you’re interested in sports, writing about sports, taking 
tunes of sports, heck, ANYTHING to do with sports, drop by 
The Montclarion offices in the Student Center, rm, 113, or drop me
a line at
msusports@gmail.com
and come on board!
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Who holds the record for most points for the Red Hawks in a 
single field hockey game?
LAST EDITION'S QUESTION
g into 2007, how many seasons has Norm Schoenig 
ed at Montclair State?¡¡¡¡Hü
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Making the NHL Deadline Deals
Wheeling and Dealing Pays off as Hockey’s Trade Deadline Comes Closer and Closer
Nik Protasenia 
Staff Writer
The NHL trade deadline may be set 
for Feb. 27, but several teams have leap­
frogged over everyone else to get just that 
little extra to help their team win Lord 
Stanley’s Cup. The biggest acquisition this 
week was the deal that saw Flyers’ superstar 
Peter Forsberg get shipped to the Nashville 
Predators, a team that seems poised to make 
some noise in this year’s playoffs.
In exchange for Forsberg, the Flyers 
received forward Scottie Upshall, prospect 
defenseman Ryan Parent and two picks in 
this year’s entry draft: one in the first round 
and the other in the third. Time will only 
tell who got-the- better part of- this deal. 
If Forsberg can stay healthy and propel 
Nashville deep into the playoffs, and maybe 
even bring the Cup to Music City, then the 
Preds certainly got what they were looking 
for.
The Flyers, however, are in a rebuilding 
mode, and Upshall and Parent are two young 
prospects with a lot of upside. There are 
several other teams in the league that have 
already pulled the trigger on some deals, but 
there are plenty other big names out there 
just waiting to be moved.
The Calgary Flames are looking to redeem 
themselves after last year’s early playoff exit. 
That said, they brought back center Craig 
Conroy from L.A. in exchange for Jaime 
Lundmark. Conroy was with the Flames 
during their improbable run to the Stanley 
Cup Final series in 2004, and he provides 
more depth up the middle.
Calgary also acquired defenseman Brad 
Stuart and forward Wayne TPrimeau from
Boston while Andrew Ference and Chuck 
Kobasew went to the Bruins.
Stuart is a dependable puck-moving defen­
seman while Primeau is a defensive forward 
who can help Calgary on the penalty kill. 
The Flames look set to improve on last year 
with these deals, but there are still rumors 
going around that they are seeking Darcy 
Tucker from Toronto because of his abrasive­
ness and aggressive style with the puck.
The Rangers realized that they needed 
to balance out their scoring punch on their 
bottom two forward lines. Underachieving 
forward Jason Ward was shipped to L.A. and 
in return, the Rangers got the most hated 
man in the NHL, Sean Avery.
In recent years, Avery was known for 
getting under the opponents’ skin by using 
his mouth to aggravate them into draw­
ing penalties. New York needed this miss­
ing ingredient in their lineup because often 
times, they looked lethargic on the ice.
Avery seemed to be a perfect fit since he 
got an assist in his first game and a goal 
in his first home game at Madison Square 
Garden. Adam Hall was also traded out of 
New York to Minnesota where the Rangers 
received Pascal Dupuis, who also managed 
to score in his Ranger debut.
The deadline is only a week away and 
there are still other marquee players that 
can help other teams in the playoff push. 
Florida winger Gary Roberts and goalie 
Eddie Belfour are rumored to be going to 
the Buffalo Sabres in exchange for back-up 
goalie M artin Biron.
This deal would make perfect sense since 
Buffalo would be better off relying on a 
proven veteran back-up goalie, and they need, 
a power forward on the wings, while the
Panthers could use a better goalie than Alex 
Auld to lead the team.
The Pittsburgh Penguins are looking to 
make their first 
playoff appear­
ance since 2001, 
but not without 
getting assur­
ance on defense 
first. The Pens 
are interested 
in acquiring a 
veteran defen­
sive-defenseman 
to help bolster 
their blue line 
like Aaron Miller 
from L.A., Eric 
Brewer from St.
Louis or Brent 
Sopel from L.A.
They might 
also seek an 
enforcer to pro­
tect Sidney 
Crosby, since 
he has been a 
target of recent 
cheap shots, par­
ticularly from 
the M ontreal 
Canadiens.
A guy; like 
Georges Laraque 
from Phoenix 
would be a good 
fit since, he has 
an uncanhy abil­
ity to combine 
soft hands with
fisticuffs. It also helps that Laraque is one 
of, if not the most, feared fighters in the 
league.
courtesy of sports.yahoo.com
Loudmouth Sean Avery (above) was sent from the Los Angeles Kings to 
the New York Rangers last week. His mouth got him into a confronta­
tion with New Jersey Devils goaltender Martin Brodeur Tuesday night.
Easy, Gitys, She’s Taken
A Female Perspective into the Wreckage of NASCAR’s Daytona 500
Bernadette Marciniak 
Arts and Entertainment Editor
There’s an old superstition that if the 
Daytona 500 falls on the night of a full 
moon, things will happen. On Sunday, Feb. 
18, 2007, there was a full moon, and things 
indeed did happen. For what at first seemed 
to be a fairly calm and non-eventful race, 
it ended up like something out of Lewis 
Carroll’s Wonderland.
Of course, this wasn’t  unexpected -  a 
Daytona 500 race isn’t  really a Daytona 500' 
without some sort of wreck (even though we 
slightly cringe every time we see some burn­
ing rubber or a car catch on fire). But the 
events at the 2007 Daytona 500 surpassed 
this traditional view, as by the end, almost 
half the cars had been taken out of the race.
As a fairly new fan of NASCAR, I don’t 
have much basis for comparison, but this 
race definitely seemed something out of the 
ordinary. The 500, which started out calm 
with some small struggles coming from driv­
ers Boris Said and Jeff Gordon, who lightly 
brushed against the wall. It was smooth sail­
ing at first, with a meager four lead changes 
in total by lap 125.
However, as the track started to meet 
moonlight, events started to unravel. Mr. 
Tony Stewart, whom I usually have a very 
strong loathing for (wasn’t  it he who made 
the big deal about bump drafting and then 
caused one of the bigger wrecks in the 
Daytona 500 last year? Hypocrisy at its best,
I say!), got my sympathy this time around 
when, after a punishment pit-lane run, got 
booted to last place, then regained his second 
place spot after 60 laps, only to lose it again 
in lap 153 to leader Kurt Busch, who bumped
Tony’s No. 20 car, causing them both to crash 
•and get taken out of the rest. I had to give 
kudos to Tony this year.
As the number of laps left decreased, the
tension in the track increased.
The win became a free-for-all with 41 rac­
ers crazily running toward the end with only 
themselves in mind. And with the way things 
were going, there was no sure way to predict 
who exactly was going to win. Lead changes
occurred almost 
every other lap, 
it seemed. “It 
was chaos, is 
what it was,” 
driver J.J. Yeley 
said.
As the 
drivers neared 
the end, caution 
flags went up 
like fireworks 
on the Fourth of 
July. By the last 
two laps, almost 
half the cars 
were left in the 
race after wrecks 
took numerous 
drivers out of 
the race, includ­
ing last year’s 
Daytona 500 
winner Jimmie 
Johnson.
A f t e r  
lap 200 (the race 
suffered two 
overtime laps), 
it was finally 
determined that, 
should one more 
caution flag go 
up, the winner 
would be decided by who was coming in first 
at that point.
This is, of course, where the debate starts 
-  on the last and final lap, racer Mark M artin 
(who was attempting a win at Daytona for a 
23rd time) was in lead.
However, in a split second, Kevin Harvick 
stole the lead away. This steal happened in 
extreme close proximity to a wreck behind 
the two drivers that took out many of the 
remaining racers, including all-time-crowd- 
favorite Jeff Gordon and Clint Bowyer, whose 
car flipped and slid its way to the finish line. 
The caution flag, however, was not raised, 
and M artin, who was still debatingly leading 
at the time of the wreck, did not win.
M artin, at first, claimed that he slowed 
down, thinking that the caution flag would 
go up; however, this claim was later retract­
ed, and M artin accepted defeat. “No one 
wants to hear a grown man cry,” M artin 
said. “I’m not going to cry about it. This is 
the end. They made the decision. That’s what 
we’re going to five with.”
One still has to feel sympathy for M artin 
though -  after -22 attempts, he was so close 
on his 23rd, and victory was snatched from 
him for possibly a m atter of technicalities. 
Similarly, Ricky Rudd was caught in the 
same situation in his 26th attempt to win 
the Daytona 500, only to be involved in that 
multi-car crash that occurred at the end.
This year’s Daytona 500 was definitely a 
spectacle to see for those who were watching. 
However, it does raise some questions and 
concerns for future races that are so heavy. 
Johnson says that NASCAR should take the 
steps necessary to address consistency in 
these situations.
Whether this will be the case is up to 
the prospective NASCAR season to see. 
Gentlemen, start your engines!
courtesy of msnbc.com
Clint Bowyer’s car flipped upside down and skidded along the track 
at Sunday’s Daytona 500. The skid caused Bowyer’s car to catch fire. 
Bowyer exited the car unharmed.
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Red Hawks Out of Playoffs
Berry Scores Seven As Women’s Basketball Falls 60-38 in First Round of NJAC Tournament
Robert Aitken 
Assistant Sports Editor
The Montclair State Red Hawks 
lost to the TCNJ Lions 60-38 in the 
NJAC Tournament Quarterfinals 
on Tuesday night at Panzer Gym. 
Not only did the loss end the Red 
Hawks’ six-game w in n in g streak, 
but their NJAC title hopes were 
squashed for the second straight 
year by the College of New Jersey.
The Lions took control from the 
very start of the game. When big 
center Hillary Klimowicz made a 
lay-up not even three minutes into 
the game, she gave TCNJ (13-13) 
a 4-2 lead. They would not relin­
quish that lead the entire night 
and showed Montclair some of the 
stingiest defense they have seen in 
quite some time..
“I’m just sort of shocked about 
the game,” said freshman Jackie 
Berry, who led the Hawks with 
seven points. “We had trouble tak­
ing care of the ball. They played 
well, but we gave them the game.”
Trailing 12-4 early, Montclair 
(15-10) attempted to climb back 
into the game, but only came to 
within three at 12-9 before start­
ing a 13-5 run to end the first half.
Neither team scored in the final 
4:57 of the first half. Montclair 
State went into the locker room at 
the half, trailing by 11. The score 
at intermission was 25-14 in favor 
of the visiting Lions.
The second half started where 
the first half left off, with the Red 
Hawks not scoring for the first 
three minutes of the second half. 
A free throw, shot by Berry gave 
Montclair their first points of the 
half and lowered-the deficit to 18.
That would be as close as they 
would come in the second half, 
shooting a horrible 14 percent 
from the field in the second half, 
calculating to only 18 percent for 
the entire game.
This may have been the final 
home games for the two seniors: 
Ferin C atlett and Stephanie 
Machin. The two seniors combined 
for nine points and seven rebounds. 
This will mean that both forward 
positions will be vacated on next 
year’s squad.
There are currently four for­
wards on the team that may replace 
the two seniors. Sophomore Amy 
Bonk is the only non-freshman 
of this group. The other forwards 
include Catherine Christino, Kara
Burnham and Janelle Biamonte.
“We never felt out of it,” said the 
freshman Biamonte. “We never 
gave up, but it just seemed like it 
happened so fast.”
The Montclair State girls’ team 
has been on a bit of a slump in the 
NJAC tournament. They have not 
won a game in the NJAC tourna­
ment since 1997, going 0-6 in the 
tournament in that time.
The loss all but eliminates 
Montclair State from contention of 
the NCAA tournament. Winning 
the NJAC Tournament would have 
given the Red Hawks an automatic 
bid in the NCAA tournament.
Instead, Montclair will now 
need to wait for the upcoming selec­
tions of the ECAC Tournament, 
which they have won four times in 
their history. If selected, this year 
will be the fifth consecutive year 
they will attend the tournament. 
The ECAC tournament field will 
be announced on Monday, Feb. 
22. Their 15-10 record puts them 
over the minimum requirements 
for qualification, and their cause is 
strengthened by their 10-3 confer­
ence record, as well as their second 
place position in the NJAC North 
Division.
Dominique Wilson I The M ontdarion
Ferin Catlett attempts to drive to the basket during the first round NJAC 
playoff game. Catlett scored six points and picked up seven rebounds.
Men’s Basketball Ends on High Note
Eric Sylvester Scores 18 in Final Game, Red Hawks D efeat Rutgers-Newark 78-71
Bobby M elok 
Sports Editor
With a 11-12 record going into 
Saturday’s match against Rutgers- 
Newark, Montclair State men’s bas­
ketball didn’t  have a shot a t mak­
ing the NJAC playoffs. However, 
they did have a chance to finish 
their season with a respectable 
12-12 record, as well as gain some 
revenge on the Scarlet Raiders.
Back in January, the Scarlet 
Raiders came to Panzer Gym and 
defeated the Red Hawks 77-76 in a 
thrilling game that came down to 
the last shot.
Most importantly, it was the 
final game for senior center Eric 
Sylvester. Sylvester has been an 
important part of the team for the 
past four years, but his time is 
finished here at MSU, and fortu­
nately, it ended on a good note.
The Red Hawks finished their 
season in the best way possible, 
avenging one of their toughest loss­
es by defeating the Scarlet Raiders 
78-71.
The team was led in scoring by 
freshman Mike Hem. Hem scored
the first points of the game with 
a three-pointer 30 seconds into 
the first half. He made four of six 
three-point attempts, and all eight
courtesy of Sports Information 
Freshman Ken Dudley scored 10 points 
in MSU’s 78-71 victory at Rutgers- 
Newark.
of his free throws. Hem finished 
the night with 22 points total. 
Sylvester put on a show in his
final game, scoring 18 points, 10 
of those comipg in the first half. 
Sylvester also made all four of his 
free throw attempts.
Also contributing to 
the victory were freshmen 
Charles Miller and Ken 
Dudley. Miller put a cap on 
his stellar first year with a 
nine-point, 11-rebound per­
formance. With those st^ s, 
Miller won his fifth NJAC 
Rookie of the Week award, 
and was named NJAC Rookie 
of the Year earlier this week. 
Dudley put in 10 points and 
three assists.
Their 12-12 record puts 
them at the minimum for 
ECAC tournam ent quali­
fication. However, the Red 
Hawks’ 5-8 conference record 
and last place standing in 
the NJAC North Division puts 
two strikes against them as 
selection time comes near.
Though Sylvester is gradu­
ating, and a big part of the 
team will be gone next season, 
Sylvester is the only senior on 
this year’s squad. This leaves
Montclair State coach Ted Fiore 
with a young squad that has a full 
season’s experience of playing with 
each other.
courtesy of Sports Information 
In his final game as a Red Hawk, Eric 
Sylvester scored 18 points against the 
Scarlet Raiders.
The team will be led by three 
current juniors. Forward Jonathan 
Arthur started 17 of the 18 games
he played in this season, and led 
the team in scoring, averaging 15.3 
points per game, with a .564 scor­
ing percentage.
The other two, Will 
Bishop and Steve Hansen, did 
not see as much playing time 
as A rthur during the season, 
but will be looked to as leaders 
in their senior season.
Aside from the seniors, an 
important group of four will be 
returning to the squad next 
season. Miller, Hem, Dudley 
and Josh Byrne stepped up in 
a big way in their freshman 
seasons and should bring their 
game to a higher level in their 
sophomore year.
Returning for their junior 
year will be Garan Dickson, 
Donald Reid and Maurice 
Torres. The three averaged 
nearly six points each dur­
ing the season while playing 
a good number of minutes for 
the team. We can expect more 
of the same steady play from 
them next season, which will defi­
nitely provide a lot to look forward 
to for Red Hawk fans.
Visit www.m ontclair.edu/athletics.htm l fo r more inform ation
